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Innovations for a better world.

/ EDITORIAL

DEAR READER,
IN HIS WORLD BESTSELLER “Homo Deus – A History of
>YWY\\YavK_^RY\C_`KV8YKR2K\K\S\O OM^]YX
aRcaOK]K]ZOMSO]RK`O^KUOXY`O\MYX^\YVYP^RO
OX^S\OZVKXO^2Oa\S^O]$u2_WKX]XYaKNKc]MYWZVO^OVc NYWSXK^O ^RO ZVKXO^ XY^ LOMK_]O ^RO SXNS`SN_KV R_WKX S] PK\ ]WK\^O\ KXN WY\O XSWLVO
XQO\ON ^RKX ^RO SXNS`SN_KV MRSWZ Y\ aYVP L_^
LOMK_]O2YWY]KZSOX]S]^ROYXVc]ZOMSO]YXOK\^R
MKZKLVOYPMYYZO\K^SXQ ObSLVcSXVK\QOX_WLO\]v3^
S]^ROZYaO\YPMYVVKLY\K^SYXaRSMRWKUO]^RONSPPO\OXMO ,_SVNSXQ YX ^RO]O MYVVKLY\K^SYX MKZKLSVS
^SO]xYPaRSMRVKXQ_KQOS]LcPK\^ROWY]^SWZY\^KX^
YXO x aO RK`O M\OK^ON ^RO ]KPO]^ aOKV^RSO]^ KXN
WY]^MS`SVSdONaY\VNSXRS]^Y\c
7Y]^YP_]OXTYcKVSPO]^cVOaRSMRaK]_X^RSXUKLVOT_]^KPOaQOXO\K^SYX]KQYXY^YXVcSXMY_X^\SO]
]_MRK]=aS^dO\VKXN^RO?XS^ON=^K^O]KXN4KZKX
2YaO`O\^RO]^KXNK\NYPVS`SXQYPWYNO\X]YMSO^SO]
MYWO] aS^R K ROP^c Z\SMO$ SXM\OK]ON OWS]]SYX]
ObZVYS^K^SYX YP \O]Y_\MO] KXN ^RO Ob^SXM^SYX YP
OX^S\O]ZOMSO]^YXKWOKPOa>RS]Z\SMOS]PK\^YY
RSQRKXN^ROaKcaOVS`OKXNMYX]_WOZ_^]Y_\VS`KLVOaY\VNK^\S]UPY\P_^_\OQOXO\K^SYX]
-YVVKLY\K^SYXaK]KMYXNS^SY]SXO[_KXYX^RK^
Z\Y`SNON_]aS^R^ROV_b_\cYPVS`SXQSXObMO]]YP
Y_\ ZVKXO^K\c LY_XNK\SO] +XN S^ S] YXVc ^R\Y_QR
MYVVKLY\K^SYX ^RK^ aO aSVV XN K aKc Y_^ YP ^RS]
NSVOWWKARK^aOXOONS]KUSXNYP-YVVKLY\K^SYX
 N\S`OX Lc ^RO Z_\ZY]O YP ^\KX]PY\WSXQ QVYLKV
MRKVVOXQO]SX^YQYYNL_]SXO]]LcMRKXQSXQMO\^KSX
LORK`SY\]KXNLcKZZVcSXQXOa^OMRXYVYQSO]>RS]
SXMV_NO] RK\XO]]SXQ ^RO ZYaO\ YP NSQS^KVSdK^SYX
aRSMRYZO\K^O]]OKWVO]]VcKM\Y]]`KV_OMRKSX]YXK
QVYLKV]MKVOKXNaRSMRS]WY\OYZOXKXN^\KX]ZK\OX^
^RKXO`O\LOPY\O
>RS]S]aRK^aOK^,ÍRVO\KSWPY\>RS]S]aRc
aORK`OL_SV^Y_\-?,3-SXXY`K^SYXMKWZ_]KXN
RY]^ON^RO8O^aY\USXQ.Kc]+XN^RS]S]aRcaO
SX`S^OY_\SXN_]^\cZK\^XO\]]^K\^_Z]M_]^YWO\]
KXNKMKNOWSMXO^aY\U]^YTYSXY_\SXXY`K^SYXOMY]c]^OW.\S`OXLcY_\Q_SNSXQZ\SXMSZVOYPKMRSO`
SXQZO\MOX^VO]]OXO\QcaK^O\KXNaK]^OSXY_\
M_]^YWO\]t`KV_OMRKSX]−KXNN\S`OXLcY_\WS]]SYX
^YM\OK^OSXXY`K^S`O^OMRXYVYQSO]^RK^SXN_]^\SO]MKX
apply −3KWMYX`SXMON^RK^aOMKXMYWO_ZaS^R
^RO]YV_^SYX]

0OXMO]aKVV]KXNS]YVK^SYXK\O_]OVO]]MY_X^O\
Z\YN_M^S`OK^^OWZ^]^YKX]aO\^ROLSQNOWKXNSXQ
[_O]^SYX]YPY_\^SWO3^t]XY^VO]]L_^\K^RO\W_MR
WY\O SX^OX]O MYVVKLY\K^SYX ^RK^ S] XOONON ^Y Z\O]O\`OKVS`KLVOZVKXO^>RS]S]Y_\YLVSQK^SYXxLOMK_]O
aONYXt^YaX^RS]LOK_^SP_VVS^^VO]^K\SX^RO_XS`O\]O%
aORK`OYXVcLY\\YaONS^P\YWY_\MRSVN\OX
=SXMO\OVc

=^OPKX=MROSLO\
-/9,ÍRVO\1\Y_Z
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K\^S MSKVSX^OVVSQOXMO
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Bühler and Handtmann have been
working together for generations, expanding
Handtmann’s die-casting business.

52_ Defying the storm

After the devastating cyclone Idai,
Merec Industries and Bühler re-established
production in Mozambique.
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Z\YN_MO\]^YZ\Y ^P\YWNSQS^KVZY]]SLSVS^SO]
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Director of Collaborative Innovation Thierry
._`KXOVObZVKSX]^ROLOXO ^]YP^RO,ÍRVO\
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RSQRVcOP MSOX^\SMOZ\YMO]]SXQZVKX^
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A CHALLENGE

SHARED

TEXT: IAN ROBERTS, CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, BÜHLER GROUP
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The power of collaboration / FOCUS

We face daunting challenges concerning food security and
global warming and are faced with a growing population. Only
if industry, academia, governments, and NGOs come together
with a common purpose will a sustainable future be within
our grasp. In this issue of Diagram, we explore how collaboration at Bühler works and share examples of successful models
for tackling climate change together.

buhlergroup.com
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READING RECENT NEWS ARTICLES or listening to radio
Z\YQ\KW]MYX \W]$WY\OKXNWY\OZOYZVOSX]^S^_
tions, and companies are making commitments to
tackle the world’s most pressing challenge – climate
MRKXQO0\YWKVV\OQSYX]YP^ROaY\VN]MSOX^S MO`S
dence is accumulating that points out that humani
ty’s future is unsure, if we don’t act responsibly now.
More individuals are taking up the baton for climate
action. The most recent pledge for action comes
from more than 11,000 researchers from 153 coun
tries. They published a statement in the journal
u,SY=MSOXMOvYX8Y`OWLO\#xcOK\]KP^O\
^RO \]^ MVSWK^O MYXPO\OXMO aRSMR aK] ROVN SX
1OXO`KSX#!#u.O]ZS^OcOK\]YPQVYLKVMVSWK^O
XOQY^SK^SYX]aS^RPOaObMOZ^SYX]aORK`OQOXO\
ally conducted business as usual and have largely
failed to address this predicament,” state the
researchers, who call themselves Alliance of World
Scientists. Their pledge is an outcry: “We declare
clearly and unequivocally that planet Earth is facing
a climate emergency.”
If more than 11,000 researchers from all around
the globe form an alliance to make this pledge, it has
ZYaO\8Ob^^Y\OZVKMSXQPY]]SVP_OV]M_^^SXQOWS]
sions, eating less meat, heightened regulations to
protect ecosystems, and stabilizing population
growth, they also call for a sustainable change in the
global economy – to business leaders.
Industry is well positioned to make a difference.
“We can ensure that systems use less energy and
aK^O\aOMKXSXM\OK]O^ROOP MSOXMcYPY_\`KV_O
chains, and optimize our processes to produce less
waste. We can invest in research and development
^YL\SXQXOaVYaOWS]]SYX]YV_^SYX]^Y^ROWK\UO^
Our new technologies can make a big difference,”
]Kc]=^OPKX=MROSLO\-/9YP,ÍRVO\1\Y_ZKXNRO
calls for broad collaboration across industries.
“Industry must become part of the solution.”

Climate emergency
The seriousness of the challenges we face should not
be sugarcoated. The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) warns we have 12 years to
keep global warming to a maximum of 1.5 Celsius
above preindustrial levels or risk hundreds of mil
VSYX]YPZOYZVO]_PPO\SXQ YYN]Ob^\OWOROK^KXN
poverty. If we slip over the 1.5 Celsius threshold the
damage done will be irreversible.
Evidence also tells us that the food industry is key
^Y XNSXQK]YV_^SYX+[_K\^O\YPQ\OOXRY_]OQK]
emissions are linked to agriculture, 71 percent of the
planet’s water is embedded in the food we eat and a
third of the world’s energy goes into food production.
The real challenge is that a third of these resources
are going into food that is either lost or wasted along
^ROPYYNMRKSX+MMY\NSXQ^Y^RO?XS^ON8K^SYX]SP
food waste were a country it would be the third big
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gest contributor to greenhouse gases behind China
and the United States. Meanwhile, by 2050 the food
sector will have to sustainably feed an expected
population of 9.8 billion people. The bottleneck is
that there won’t be enough arable land to nourish
this population
+^ S^] \]^ 8O^aY\USXQ .Kc] SX   ,ÍRVO\
shared its mission to help cut energy consumption
and food waste across its customers’ value chains
LcZO\MOX^Lc=SXMO^ROX^RO3:-- XN
ings have meant ratcheting up this ambition. At the
8O^aY\USXQ.Kc]#,ÍRVO\KXXY_XMONKWLS^SY_]
new targets to cut energy and waste within customer
value chains by 50 percent by 2025, adding a third
target of reducing water usage by 50 percent.
If we are to create real impact by 2030, by 2025
,ÍRVO\W_]^RK`OQYYN]YV_^SYX]SXZVKMO^RK^K\O
ready to be multiplied globally. Announcing the
XOa ^K\QO^] K^ ^RO 8O^aY\USXQ .Kc] # ,ÍRVO\
CEO Stefan Scheiber told delegates: “We do this
because we know it is necessary.” Warning that the
^K\QO^]aO\OMRKVVOXQSXQKXNKNWS^^SXQ^RK^,ÍRVO\
NSN XY^ RK`O KVV ^RO KX]aO\] RO MKVVON PY\ M\Y]]
industry cooperation: “We are reaching out to you to
collaborate so that we can enable you to make your
ZVKX^]KXN]c]^OW]WY\OOP MSOX^v>ROMVOK\WO]
]KQOP\YW,ÍRVO\t]-/9aK]^RK^^ROOXY\WS^cYP^RO

“WE ARE REACHING OUT TO
YOU TO COLLABORATE SO
THAT WE CAN ENABLE YOU
TO MAKE YOUR PLANTS AND
SYSTEMS MORE EFFICIENT.”
STEFAN SCHEIBER
CEO Bühler Group

The power of collaboration / FOCUS

targets to be achieved for the good of future genera
tions are beyond a single company. Achieving these
will require businesses across the food value chain
to come together with academics, entrepreneurs,
]^K\^_Z]KXN819]^YPY\WNSPPO\OX^OMY]c]^OW]
with the resources and skills to innovate real and
urgent change.
The audience that Scheiber was reaching out to is
itself an example of a uniquely powerful ecosystem.
8O^aY\USXQ.Kc]#aK]KQK^RO\SXQYP"NOVO
gates from 500 companies across 80 countries. It is
O]^SWK^ON^RK^^ROMYXPO\OXMO\OZ\O]OX^ONNOMS]SYX
makers and managers from companies that between
^ROWPOONLSVVSYXZOYZVONKSVcKM\Y]]^ROQVYLOKXN
move 1 billion people through the automotive sector.
>RO ZOYZVO K^^OXNSXQ ^RO 8O^aY\USXQ .Kc] #
conference have the potential to increase productiv
S^ccSOVNKXNOP MSOXMcYX]_MRK`K]^]MKVO^RK^S^
MY_VNRK`OK]SQXS MKX^SWZKM^YXZ\Y^OM^SXQ]YWO
of the planet’s most precious existing resources.

expanding its collaborative networks in which to
work and drive innovation. The seeds of change are
often sown in academia, where research takes place
in areas such as data processing, material science,
new protein sources, and environmental and agricul
tural techniques.
>RO?83>/-23X^O\XK^SYXKV=YMSO^cS]KXObKW
ple of how the gap between the academic and corpo
rate worlds can be bridged to enable multinational
MYWZKXSO]]_MRK],ÍRVO\^YWKUOOK\VcMYX^KM^aS^R
the next generation of engineers looking to tackle
P_^_\O QVYLKV MRKVVOXQO] >R\Y_QR ^RO ?83>/-2
XO^aY\U ,ÍRVO\ S] M_\\OX^Vc ]_ZZY\^SXQ ]^_NOX^]
from nine leading universities across Europe to
explore ways of decreasing the carbon footprint of
manufacturing and industrial processes through the
entire value chain.
,ÍRVO\RK]KV]YZK\^XO\ONaS^R^RO]MSOXMOKXN
technology institute EPFL, based in Lausanne on the
shores of Lake Geneva. Created to act as an interface
between academia and businesses, the EPFL Inte
Q\K^S`O0YYNKXN8_^\S^SYX-OX^\OS]aY\USXQYX^RO
Leveraging resources
>RO\OS]XY]SXQVOZKXKMOK^Y QR^MVSWK^OMRKXQO XOb^QOXO\K^SYXYPL\OKU^R\Y_QR]SX^RO OVNYPPYYN
Everything that impacts the system must be and nutrition. The global population is currently
reviewed, from the reduction of emissions through NOZOXNOX^ YX K XK\\Ya ]O^ YP ZVKX^LK]ON PYYN
technologies all the way to what we put on our plates. sources. Some climate change scientists have sug
,ÍRVO\S]VYYUSXQLOcYXNS^]YaXM_]^YWO\]KXNS] QO]^ON^RK^ XNSXQWY\O\YL_]^M\YZ`K\SO^SO]MKZK

Bühler presented its heightened sustainability targets to 800 guests at the
Networking Days in August, 2019.
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ble of handling greater extremes in weather might
be the single most important step we can take to
adapt to climate change. The recently published
/+>6KXMO^ \OZY\^ ]RYa] ^RK^ Y_\ M_\\OX^ ]_QK\
\SMRKXNWOK^NOX]ONSO^]K\OXY^YXVcOX`S\YXWOX
tally unsustainable but also threaten human health.
It is clear that we are going to need more varied
protein sources as we reduce meat consumption
for both environmental and health reasons. Research
in nutrition has already become a big part of the
future story.
Future innovators
2YaO`O\\O]OK\MRKXNSXXY`K^SYXK\OYPVS^^VO`KV_O
unless they can be commercially developed. In
recent years digital solutions have changed the way
we live our everyday lives by disrupting the old busi
ness conventions. It is from today’s entrepreneurs
KXN]^K\^_Z]^RK^^ROO[_S`KVOX^NS]\_Z^O\]XOONON
to tackle climate change will evolve. It is also within
the startup community that the innovative research
originating in academia will have the chance to tran
sition into commercial solutions.
Established companies are already recognizing
that the old business practices that treated all com
petition as a threat can no longer apply. Rather than
POK\SXQ]^K\^_Z]K]KZY^OX^SKV\S]U^YKWK\UO^^ROc
are now being seen as useful crucibles for the devel
opment of the sort of innovation that could mitigate
the challenges we face.
>RO8197K]]-RKVVOXQO=aS^dO\VKXNaK]]O^_Z
three years ago with this very purpose in mind.
.O]SQXON ^Y PKMSVS^K^O VSXU] LO^aOOX ]^K\^_Z] KXN
SXN_]^\cVOKNO\]]_MRK],ÍRVO\8O]^V»1S`K_NKX
,K\\c-KVVOLK_^KXNY^RO\]^RO7K]]-RKVVOXQOOMY
system aims to accelerate new commercial ideas
K\Y_XN]_]^KSXKLVOPYYNZ\YN_M^SYXKXNOWYLSVS^c
,OSXQKXYXZ\Y ^Y\QKXSdK^SYX7K]]-RKVVOXQONYO]
not take an equity stake and has to date received over
KZZVSMK^SYX]KMMOVO\K^ON]^K\^_Z]KXN
created over a thousand new jobs.
“We are trying to create the sort of value that can
change society,” explains Matt Lashmar, Managing
.S\OM^Y\YP7K]]-RKVVOXQO=aS^dO\VKXNu=^K\^_Z]
with great ideas often fail because they don’t have
WK\UO^KMMO]]Y\^RO\SQR^Z\YN_M^^RK^ ^]^ROWK\
ket, so if we can give them the opportunity to access
big business and their distribution channels, then
the combination of access, insight, and distribution
QS`O]^ROWK^O\\S M]^K\^v
7K]]-RKVVOXQOXY^YXVcLOXO ^]^RO]^K\^_Z]L_^
it also provides invaluable insight into the way a par
^SM_VK\WK\UO^S]LOSXQSX _OXMONLc^OMRXYVYQSMKV
MRKXQO,c]_ZZY\^SXQ]^K\^_Z]VK\QO\MYWZKXSO]
no longer have to rely solely on their own research
and development teams but are able to access some
of the best and brightest ideas on the horizon. “If a

10
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Start-ups work at Bühler’s innovation campus to bring
their ideas to the next level. (See more on pages 20–22)

corporation comes to one of our demonstration days,
^ROcWKcOXN_Z^KVUSXQ^Y]^K\^_Z]SXK]SXQVO
day, which is going to provide invaluable insights
into the way the market in changing,” says Lashmar.
As more models of successful collaboration are
established and are able to demonstrate the power
of leveraging resources, such as funding, talent,
ideas, and innovation, so too will more companies
want to be involved. Existing ecosystems need to
develop scale so they can become larger and more
effective, while ever more creative links must be
WKNO^Y XNXOaaKc]^YKNN\O]]MVSWK^OMRKXQO
Massive demographic shift
:K\^XO\]SX0YYN=YV_^SYX]S]KX819^RK^RK]LOOX
set up to link expertise in six global food companies,
SXMV_NSXQ ,ÍRVO\ aS^R +P\SMKX PYYN Z\YMO]]Y\]
Africa is likely to see the biggest global population
growth and demographic shift in coming years. The
management consultant McKinsey has predicted a
]^KQQO\SXQ  WSVVSYX +P\SMKX] WY`SXQ OKMR cOK\
from their rural homelands into cities over the next
25 years. It is going to take a radical change in Afri
ca’s existing food value chain to cope with such a
dramatic shift in demand.
u+^^ROWYWOX^+P\SMKSWZY\^]MVY]O^Y?=.
billion of food each year and yet it is a continent that
can feed itself and other parts of the world if it can

The power of collaboration / FOCUS

“IF WE CAN GIVE START-UPS THE
OPPORTUNITY TO ACCESS BIG
BUSINESS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION
CHANNELS, WE GIVE THEM A
TERRIFIC START.”
MATT LASHMAR
Managing Director of MassChallenge Switzerland

get its whole value chain working,” explains Jeff
.cU]^\K-/9KXN-YPY_XNO\YP:K\^XO\]SX0YYN
=YV_^SYX]uAOK\O^KUSXQ!cOK\]YPUXYaRYa
acquired by the world’s leading food companies and
applying it to any problem, challenge or opportunity
PKMONLcKX+P\SMKXPYYNZ\YN_MO\>RO \OZYaO\YP
knowledge developed by these six companies is
totally unique.”
Partners in Food Solutions brings together a food
processor in Africa that may be facing a processing,
packaging, or marketing problem with expertise
from the world’s leading food processors in a bid to
help improve food security, nutrition and economic
NO`OVYZWOX^ KM\Y]] +P\SMK 3X KNNS^SYX ^Y ,ÍRVO\
the companies involved are General Mills, Cargill,
.=7 2O\]ROc KXN +\NOX^ 7SVV] +MMY\NSXQ ^Y
.cU]^\K^RS]]Y\^YPMYVVKLY\K^SYXaY\U]LY^RaKc]
providing invaluable knowledge on one hand and
developing critical soft skills on the other.
u3WKQSXOcY_K\OaY\USXQPY\,ÍRVO\KXNcY_K\O
part of a virtual team with colleagues in Cargill and
1OXO\KV7SVV]]YV`SXQKZ\YMO]]SXQZ\YLVOWPY\K \W
in Uganda without the resources you are used to,”
ObZVKSX] .cU]^\K u>RO ]USVV] cY_ K\O NO`OVYZSXQ
ROVZSXQ^RK^ \WSX?QKXNKxM\Y]]M_V^_\KVaY\USXQ
virtual team effectiveness, solving problems with
fewer resources – all help you to perform even better
in your day job.”

If we are talking about climate change and a sus
^KSXKLVO P_^_\O ^ROX M\Y]]QOXO\K^SYXKV MYVVKLY\K
^SYXRK]^YLOKUOcZK\^YP^RO]YV_^SYX,ÍRVO\S]K
partner of the One Young World network of over
1,500 young leaders from every country and sector.
3X9M^YLO\,ÍRVO\]OX^YPS^]^YZZO\PY\WSXQcY_XQ
professionals to London for the One Young World
annual summit, where they attended speeches, pan
els, networking events, and workshops addressing
global issues from climate change to human rights.
The ecosystem connects millennials from across the
planet with hundreds of corporate partners who
provide funding, support, and a platform for change.
Members of the One Young World ecosystem use
these resources to set up initiatives in their own
MY_X^\SO]^YROVZKMRSO`O^RO?XS^ON8K^SYX]t!]_]
tainability goals.
Tackling these issues with a broad ecosystem will
XY^YXVcLOXO ^^ROZVKXO^KXNP_^_\OQOXO\K^SYX]S^
will also drive businesses globally. Climate change is
a disrupter of business that can be viewed as a threat
or an opportunity, according to the World Economic
0Y\_W+MMY\NSXQ^Y^RO,_]SXO]]KXN=_]^KSXKLVO
.O`OVYZWOX^ -YWWS]]SYX XOa ]_]^KSXKLVO L_]S
XO]]WYNOV]RK`O^ROZY^OX^SKV^Y_XVYMU?=.^\SV
lion in market value.
There are already successful models of collabora
tive ecosystems in operation, but many more need to
ObS]^8OaXO^aY\U]K\OXOONON^YWKUOOK\Vc]^KQO
technologies available faster. The message is getting
through that climate change is too big a task for us to
QR^KVYXO3PaOMYVVKLY\K^OKXNK\OKLVO^YPYM_]
our resources, skills, and talents on a common cause,
^ROXaORK`OK QR^SXQMRKXMOYP]_\`S`SXQ^RS]`O\c
real climate emergency and sustainably feeding
P_^_\O QOXO\K^SYX] ,ÍRVO\ ZVKX] ^Y aY\U aS^R S^]
customers and growing ecosystem to drive innova
tion and unleash new business opportunities.
buhlergroup.com
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To tackle any problem – let alone global challenges such as the
climate crisis – it is imperative to bring the right partners together
and drive collaboration and innovation on an unprecedented
scale. Bühler has been steadily building an ecosystem of strategic partnerships with industry, academia, and non-proﬁt organization that facilitate knowledge sharing, ensure ﬁrst-hand
access to disruptive innovations, and provide the best talents
with platforms to bring about the change needed to create a
more sustainable and livable planet. Dive into the following
pages to learn more about a few of our many partnerships.
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Better together / FOCUS

BETTER
TOGETHER

buhlergroup.com
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PARTNERS
IN FOOD
SOLUTIONS (PFS)

PARTNERS IN FOOD SOLUTIONS S]KXYXZ\Y ^Y\QKXSdK^SYXaRSMRKSW]^Y]^\OXQ^ROXPYYN]OM_\S^cSWZ\Y`O
X_^\S^SYX KXN SXM\OK]O Y`O\KVV OMYXYWSM NO`OVYZWOX^ KM\Y]] +P\SMK -Y\ZY\K^O ZK\^XO\] P\YW ^RO
PYYNSXN_]^\c]_MRK]1OXO\KV7SVV].=7KXN2O\]ROc OXMY_\KQO ^ROS\ OWZVYcOO] ^Y `YV_X^OO\ KXN
]_ZZY\^PYYNOX^\OZ\OXO_\]SX+P\SMKXMY_X^\SO]
aS^R ^ROS\ ObZO\^S]O ,ÍRVO\ TYSXON ^RO SXS^SK^S`O
SX=SXMO^ROX"!OWZVYcOO]RK`O]_ZZY\^ON
#:0=Z\YTOM^]3X^Y^KV,ÍRVO\OWZVYcOO]`YV_X^OO\ON!RY_\]KXNZK]]ONYX^ROS\UXYaRYa^Y
!MYWZKXSO]SX+P\SMK
,c]RK\SXQ^ROS\ObZO\^S]O^RO`YV_X^OO\]aO\O
KLVO^YK]]S]^VYMKVOX^\OZ\OXO_\]SXQ\YaSXQ^ROS\
L_]SXO]] ]_ZZY\^ K ]_ZZVSO\ LK]O YP WY\O ^RKX
PK\WO\]KXN_XVYMUY`O\?=.YPSX
`O]^WOX^MKZS^KV9XOYP^RO]O`YV_X^OO\]S]4O]]O
>ROS];_Y^K^SYX=ZOMSKVS]^K^,ÍRVO\7SXXOKZYVS]

2Ot]]_ZZY\^SXQKWKSdOL\KXN\cSXQZ\YTOM^
LcK>KXdKXSKXMYWZKXcMKVVON=YdS3X^OQ\S^c^YQO^RO\aS^R]^_NOX^]K^^RO?XS`O\]S^c
YP=^>RYWK]SX7SXXO]Y^K?=KXN^RO?XS`O\]S^cYP.K\O]=KVKKWSX>KXdKXSK
u=YdS3X^OQ\S^cWSVV]WKSdOSX^Y Y_\KXN
KV]Y]_XN\SO]KXN]OVV]^RO]OZK\K^ONL\KX^Y
KXSWKV POON Z\YMO]]Y\] ._\SXQ ^RO \KSXc
]OK]YXx=OZ^OWLO\^Y7Kcx^ROOX`S\YXWOX^S]XY^MYXN_MS`O^Y]_XN\cSXQKXN^RO\OPY\O
=YdSVY]O]KLY_^?=."aY\^RYPWKSdOL\KXNKSVc
3X MYVVKLY\K^SYX aS^R :0= `YV_X^OO\] KXN ^RO ]^_NOX^]^RO^OKWaY\UONYXNO]SQXSXQK]MKVKLVON\cO\
^RK^aY_VNOX]_\O^RON\SONL\KX\O`OX_O]^\OKW
cOK\\Y_XN KXN \ON_MO PYYN VY]]v >ROS] ]_WWK\SdO]+P^O\^RONO]SQXKXN^O]^SXQZRK]OROObZOM^]
^RON\cO\^YLO\OZVSMK^ONPY\WKXcMYWZKXSO]]_MR
K]=YdSKM\Y]]>KXdKXSKWKUSXQS^KZ\SWOObKWZVO
YPSWZ\Y`SXQVS`O]Lc]RK\SXQObZO\^S]O

LINK
Partners in Food Solutions links corporate volunteers from
its consortium of world-class food companies with promising
entrepreneurs in 10 African countries.
Visit the PFS site to learn more: partnersinfoodsolutions.com

VIDEO

PFS is working to help food producers
in Africa to strengthen their processes.
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Better together / FOCUS

How do you drive change? By bringing talented people together.

CARBON
FOOTPRINT

CHALLENGE (CFC)

THE CARBON FOOTPRINT CHALLENGE -0-S]K?83>/-2
3X^O\XK^SYXKV SXS^SK^S`O OXKLVON Lc S^] MY\ZY\K^O
ZK\^XO\] -Y`O]^\Y /`YXSU 9\KMVO KXN ,ÍRVO\ K]
aOVVK]XSXO^YZ/_\YZOKX_XS`O\]S^SO]MYXXOM^ON^Y
^RO ?83>/-2 XO^aY\U ,ÍRVO\ RK] aY\UON aS^R
?83>/-2]SXMO-0-Z\Y`SNO]KZVK^PY\WPY\
ZK]]SYXK^O]^_NOX^]KXNcY_XQZ\YPO]]SYXKV]^YPY\W
^OKW]KXNZK\^SMSZK^OSXKMRKVVOXQOaRSMRKSW]^Y
XN^ROLO]^]YV_^SYX]^Y QR^MVSWK^OMRKXQO+LY_^
 ^OKW] KZZVSON SX " KXN ]Sb WKNO S^ ^Y ^RO
XKV]K^^RO=aS]]0ONO\KV3X]^S^_^OYP>OMRXYVYQc
/>2D_\SMRMKWZ_]SX=aS^dO\VKXN>ROZK\^XO\]
LOXO ^ W_^_KVVc$ aRSVO ^RO ^OKW] QO^ ^RO _XS[_O
YZZY\^_XS^c^Y XO^_XO^ROS\SNOK]aS^RSXXY`K^SYX
ObZO\^]^ROMY\ZY\K^OZK\^XO\]QO^ \]^RKXNKMMO]]
^Y SXXY`K^S`O SNOK] K] aOVV K] K _XS[_O \O]Y_\MO x
cY_XQ^KVOX^>RO-0-S]_]_KVVcY\QKXSdONLc,ÍRVO\
SX^O\X]SXMYVVKLY\K^SYXaS^R^ROS\ZOO\]P\YW?83>/-2KXNS^^KUO]ZVKMOO`O\ccOK\

VIDEO
Learn more about the students and young professionals who joined the Carbon Footprint Challenge
to ﬁght climate change.

CARBON FOOTPRINT
CHALLENGE
buhlergroup.com
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ONE

YOUNG
WORLD (OYW)

Thirteen delegates from Bühler locations around the world joined the 2019 One
Young World summit held in London. They will bring their key learnings and
motivation back into the Bühler organization.

VIDEO
In May 2019, Bühler’s Generation B team organized its own OYW Caucus Switzerland. Watch the
video of the highlights.
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ONE YOUNG WORLD RK]KMVOK\WS]]SYX$^YSNOX^SPcZ\YWY^OKXNMYXXOM^cY_XQVOKNO\]^YPKMSVS^K^OKWY\O
]_]^KSXKLVOPKS\KXNVS`KLVOaY\VN=SXMOS^]PY_XNK^SYXSX#Lc5K^O<YLO\^]YXKXN.K`SN4YXO]^RO
MRK\S^cRK]Q\YaXP\YWKXSNOK^YKZYaO\P_VWY`OWOX^3X"KVYXOWSVVSYXZOYZVORK`OLOOX
ZY]S^S`OVcSWZKM^ONLc9XOCY_XQAY\VN+WLK]]KNY\]^R\Y_QRZ\YTOM^]^RK^KNN\O]]^RO!=_]^KSXKLVO
.O`OVYZWOX^1YKV]YP^RO?XS^ON8K^SYX]]_MRK]
XYZY`O\^c[_KVS^cON_MK^SYXY\MVSWK^OKM^SYX3X
KNNS^SYX^RO6YXNYXLK]ONY\QKXSdK^SYXKaK\NON
]MRYVK\]RSZ]aY\^R1,:WSVVSYXVK]^cOK\
.\S`OX Lc MYPY_XNO\ 5K^O <YLO\^]YXt] K]]O]]WOX^^RK^uK]O\SY_]VKMUYPVOKNO\]RSZ[_KVS^cS]K^
^ROROK\^YPO`O\cQVYLKV^R\OK^v^ROcY_XQVOKNO\]
^KUO WK^^O\] SX^Y ^ROS\ YaX RKXN] 3X KNNS^SYX ^Y
^ROS\ Z\YTOM^] KM\Y]] ^RO QVYLO ^ROc Y\QKXSdO 
\OQSYXKVMK_M_]O]KXX_KVVcaRO\O^ROc]RK\OUXYaVONQOKXNObZO\SOXMO]KXNZVKXP_^_\OSXS^SK^S`O]3X
7Kc#,ÍRVO\t]1OXO\K^SYX,^OKWVONLc@S`SOXXO 5YMR Y\QKXSdON ^RO \]^ 9XO CY_XQ AY\VN
=aS^dO\VKXN-K_M_]K^^RO-?,3-SXXY`K^SYXMKWZ_]aRSMRL\Y_QR^^YQO^RO\WY\O^RKXZK\^SMSZKX^]P\YWK\Y_XN^ROaY\VN5YMRS]]^SVVL_ddONLc
^RO]ZS\S^YP^ROO`OX^$u7OO^SXQ]YWKXcNONSMK^ON
MRKXQOWKUO\]P\YWKVVaKVU]YPVSPOaRYK\OaY\USXQ^YaK\N]^ROMYWWYXQYKVYPWKUSXQ^ROaY\VNK
LO^^O\ZVKMOS]KX_XPY\QO^^KLVOObZO\SOXMOv
>ROKXX_KV]_WWS^N\Ka]KXO`OXLSQQO\M\YaN
KXNRK]QKSXONaY\VNaSNOK^^OX^SYXXY^VOK]^N_O^Y
^ROK^^OXNKXMOYP7OQRKX7K\UVO._MRO]]YP=_]]ObaS^RaY\VNVOKNO\]KXNSX _OXMO\]]_MRK]7K\c
<YLSX]YX 0Y\WO\ :\O]SNOX^ YP 3\OVKXN :\YPO]]Y\
7_RKWWONC_X_]8YLOV:OKMO:\SdO6K_\OK^OKXN
<SMRK\N,\KX]YX0Y_XNO\YP@S\QSX1\Y_ZKWYXQ
Y^RO\]3X#Y`O\ZK\^SMSZKX^]P\YWWY\O
^RKX#MY_X^\SO]WO^SX6YXNYXSXMV_NSXQNOVOQK^O]P\YWY`O\#ZK\^XO\MYWZKXSO]
._\SXQ^RO]_WWS^3KX<YLO\^]->9YP,ÍRVO\
KXXY_XMON^ROAY\VN,_]SXO]]-Y_XMSVPY\=_]^KSXKLVO.O`OVYZWOX^KXN7K]]-RKVVOXQO=aS^dO\VKXN
TYSXONPY\MO]^Y]_ZZY\^^ROWY]^SWZKM^P_V]YV_^SYX]PY\MVSWK^OMRKXQOWS^SQK^SYXO`O\ccOK\_X^SV
KXNW_V^SZVc^ROWQVYLKVVcLc>ROVOKNO\]YP^RO^aYY\QKXSdK^SYX]WO^N_\SXQ^RO,ÍRVO\
8O^aY\USXQ.Kc]#

Better together / FOCUS

John Harthorne spoke about
the power of start-ups at the
Bühler Networking Days 2019.

MASS (MC)
CHALLENGE
“RATHER THAN  QR^Y`O\]VSMO]YP^ROObS]^SXQZSOaO
aY_VN\K^RO\WKUOWY\OZSOv]KSN4YRX2K\^RY\XO
PY_XNO\YP7K]]-RKVVOXQON_\SXQ^RO,ÍRVO\8O^aY\USXQ.Kc]#SX?daSV=aS^dO\VKXNAS^RVYMK^SYX]SX,Y]^YX3]\KOV7ObSMY<RYNO3]VKXN=aS^dO\VKXNKXN>ObK]7K]]-RKVVOXQO]^\OXQ^ROX]^RO
QVYLKV SXXY`K^SYX OMY]c]^OW Lc KMMOVO\K^SXQ RSQR
ZY^OX^SKV]^K\^_Z],ÍRVO\RK]LOOXKZK\^XO\YP^RO
aY\VNt] VK\QO]^ M\Y]]SXN_]^\c ]^K\^_Z KMMOVO\K^Y\
]SXMOKXNTYSXON7K]]-RKVVOXQO=aS^dO\VKXNK]
KPY_XNSXQZK\^XO\SX 
,ÍRVO\->93KX<YLO\^]aRYS]YX^RO,YK\NYP
.S\OM^Y\]YP7K]]-RKVVOXQO=aS^dO\VKXNRSQRVSQR^]
^ROSWZY\^KXMOYP^RS]MYVVKLY\K^SYX$uAOXOON^RO
NS]\_Z^S`OY_^YP^ROLYb^RSXUSXQZYaO\YP]^K\^_Z]XYaWY\O^RKXO`O\^YKNN\O]]^ROS]]_O]aOt\O
PKMSXQ3X\O^_\X7K]]-RKVVOXQOZ\Y`SNO]]^K\^_Z]
aS^RKXKMMOVO\K^Y\Z\YQ\KWKXNxWY]^SWZY\^KX^Vc
x K XO^aY\U YP MY\ZY\K^SYX] KXN ZK\^XO\] aRSMR
OXKLVO]^ROW^Y]MKVO_Z^ROS\L_]SXO]]KXNM\OK^O
^ROXOMO]]K\cSWZKM^YXKQVYLKVVO`OVv
>RO]^K^S]^SM]]ZOKUPY\^ROW]OV`O]$=SXMOS^]PY_XNK^SYX K^ ^RO `O\c NOZ^R YP ^RO \OMO]]SYX SX 
7K]]-RKVVOXQORK]KMMOVO\K^ON#!]^K\^_Z]^RK^
RK`O\KS]ONWY\O^RKX?=.LSVVSYXSXP_XNSXQ

QOXO\K^ON WY\O ^RKX ?=.  LSVVSYX KXN M\OK^ON
WY\O^RKXTYL]+]]^KQQO\SXQK]^RO]OX_WLO\]K\O4YRX2K\^RY\XOZ\ONSM^]KVY^WY\OZSO^Y
LOWKNO]SXMOLY^R^RO]^K\^_Z]KXN7K]]-RKVVOXQO
K\ON\S`OXLcZ_\ZY]O\K^RO\^RKXQ\OON$u3X]^OKNYP
]_ZZY\^SXQ K ]c]^OW ^RK^ PYM_]O] YX ]RY\^^O\W
Z\Y ^KXN^ROObZVYS^K^SYXYPVKLY\KXN\KaWK^O\SKV]aOaKX^^YROVZ]^K\^_Z]M\OK^OKXOa]c]^OW
^RK^PY]^O\]KMYVVKLY\K^S`OOX`S\YXWOX^SXaRSMR
aOt\OKVV]YV`SXQWK]]S`OZ\YLVOW]v

VIDEO
Watch the interview with John
Harthorne about MassChallenge and
how to accelerate start-ups.

buhlergroup.com
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IMPROVING
LIVES

GRAIN
BY GRAIN

Two billion people globally suffer from micronutrient deﬁciencies. The Food Fortiﬁcation Initiative
addresses the issue on many different levels by
promoting the fortiﬁcation of industrially milled
wheat and maize ﬂour, and rice. With the endorsement of the World Health Organization supporting
their cause, the initiative is on a journey to improve
nutrition for millions of people across the globe
with the support of an extensive range of partners
and collaborations.

SCOTT MONTGOMERY, .S\OM^Y\YP^RO0YYN0Y\^S MK^SYX
3XS^SK^S`O 003 RK] K MVOK\ WO]]KQO ^Y VOQS]VK^Y\]
K\Y_XN^ROaY\VNu7SVVSYX]YPZOYZVO]_PPO\P\YW
S\YXNO MSOXMcKXOWSKY\XO_\KV^_LOLS\^RNOPOM^]
+^^RO]KWO^SWOY`O\#ZO\MOX^YP^ROZYZ_VK^SYX
MYX]_WOaROK^WKSdOY\\SMOY\KMYWLSXK^SYXYPS^
YXKNKSVcLK]S]3MKXt^^RSXUYPKWY\OOP MSOX^aKc
^Y^KMUVOWSM\YX_^\SOX^NO MSOXMSO]^RKXLcPY\^SPcSXQ^RO]OLK]SMPYYN]^_PP]v
Montgomery is certainly not alone in his assessWOX^>RO003RK]^ROLKMUSXQYP^ROAY\VN2OKV^R
Organization (WHO) among many other organiza^SYX]>ROA29RSQRVSQR^]^RK^PYYNPY\^S MK^SYXx
Y\PYYNOX\SMRWOX^aS^RWSM\YX_^\SOX^]xRK]^RO
KN`KX^KQOYPLOSXQKLVO^YNOVS`O\X_^\SOX^]^YVK\QO
]OQWOX^]YP^ROQVYLKVZYZ_VK^SYXaS^RY_^\O[_S\SXQ
\KNSMKVMRKXQO]SXPYYNMYX]_WZ^SYXZK^^O\X]>RO
003 O]^SWK^O] ^RK^ SX   ! NOK^R] aO\O
MK_]ONLcS\YXNO MSOXMcKXOWSKKXNY^RO\X_^\S^SYXKVNO MSOXMSO]3PYXOKNN]^Y^RK^^ROS]]_OYP
RSNNOX R_XQO\ MK_]ON Lc NO MSOXMSO] SX `S^KWSX]
KXNWSXO\KV]KXN^RON\KWK^SMSWZKM^WKVX_^\S^SYX
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TEXT: LUKAS HOFSTETTER

has on the cognitive development of children –
which only worsens the cycle of poverty – food for^S MK^SYX ]_\OVc W_]^ ^YZ Z\SY\S^c VS]^] KM\Y]] ^RO
QVYLO2YaO`O\WKXcMY_X^\SO]RK`OcO^^YKNYZ^
VOQS]VK^SYX^YWKXNK^OPY\^S MK^SYX
Awareness is key
With clear WHO recommendations on the types and
KWY_X^]YP`S^KWSX]KXNWSXO\KV]^YKNN^YaROK^
KXNWKSdO Y_\S^t]]_\Z\S]SXQ^RK^PYYNPY\^S MK^SYX
S]Xt^ cO^ K ]^KXNK\N Z\YMON_\O KM\Y]] ^RO aY\VN
Montgomery provides a simple reason which at the
same time is probably the hardest obstacle to overMYWO$M_V^_\KVZO\MOZ^SYXu7Y\O^RKX"MY_X^\SO]
RK`OMYWZ_V]Y\cPY\^S MK^SYXYPK^VOK]^YXOYP^RO
Q\KSX]L_^SPcY_^KUO/_\YZOK]KXObKWZVOxaS^R
^ROObMOZ^SYXYP^RO?5xcY_\OKVSdOaRc^RK^X_WLO\S]]^SVV\OVK^S`OVcVYaAO]^O\X/_\YZONYO]XY^
PY\^SPcKXcMO\OKVQ\KSX]LOMK_]O^ROM_V^_\KVZO\MOZ^SYXS]sNYXt^Z_^KXc^RSXQSXWcPYYNtvROObZVKSX]
u0Y\^S MK^SYXLOXO ^]SXNS`SN_KV]K^O`O\cZYSX^SX
VSPOP\YWMYXMOZ^SYX^YKQSXQv
+MMY\NSXQ^Y^RO003KLY_^Z\OQXKXMSO]SX
^RO/_\YZOKX?XSYXK\OKPPOM^ONLcKLS\^RNOPOM^YP
the brain and spine every year, and an estimated 72
ZO\MOX^YP^ROZ\OQXKXMSO]K\O^O\WSXK^ON>RO\S]U]
YPWSM\YX_^\SOX^NO MSOXMSO]RYaO`O\K\OXY^VSWS^ON^Y^ROROKV^RYPLKLSO]KXNWY^RO\]3^RK]KNO^rimental impact on adolescent development, on
KN_V^]SX^ROS\\OZ\YN_M^S`OcOK\]KXNYXZ\YN_M^S`S^cKXNROKV^RcKQSXQ]^K^O]^RO003AS^RKNSO^Z\Odominantly based on wheat and corn (maize),
/_\YZO aY_VN LO SX KX SNOKV ZY]S^SYX ^Y Z\Y`SNO
ROKV^RcPYYN^YS^]WY\O^RKX!WSVVSYXZOYZVO
Fighting misconceptions
-RKXQSXQM_V^_\KVZO\MOZ^SYX]]^K\^]aS^RQO^^SXQ\SN
of widespread misconceptions. A common misconMOZ^SYX^RO003S] QR^SXQaS^RPKM^]S]^RK^PY\^S MK^SYXS]XY^KXK^_\KVZ\YMO]]3XaROK^WSVVSXQPY\
ObKWZVO ]YWO YP ^RO `S^KWSX] K\O KM^_KVVc LOSXQ
removed, so fortifying it afterwards is nothing less
^RKX\OZVOXS]RSXQ^ROXK^_\KVSXQ\ONSOX^]^RK^aO\O

Better together / FOCUS

Wheat and maize products are food
staples around the world.

^RO\OSX^RO \]^ZVKMO=MY^^7YX^QYWO\cSNOX^S O]
ZY^OX^SKVSWZKM^]YXPYYN[_KVS^cK]KXY^RO\]Y_\MO
YPWc^R]u0Y\^S MK^SYXWOKX]Z_^^SXQZK\^]ZO\WSVVSYXSXKPYYN3^NYO]Xt^SWZKM^^ROPYYNt][_KVS^c
K`Y\Y\^ROaKcS^MYYU]xS^t]LK]SMKVVcSX`S]SLVOcO^
]^SVVOXKLVO]KZ\YN_MO\^Y\OKMR^ROWK]]O]aS^R^RO
O]]OX^SKV `S^KWSX] KXN WSXO\KV]v RO MVK\S O] >Y
\OKMR^ROWK]]O]^RO003XOON]WY\O^RKXPKM^]xS^
XOON]KQVYLKVXO^aY\U
7OKXaRSVO \S]SXQ ^OWZO\K^_\O] KXN MK\LYX
OWS]]SYX]K\OKV]YSWZKM^SXQ^ROX_^\SOX^[_KVS^cYP
PYYN +X 3X^O\QY`O\XWOX^KV :KXOV YX -VSWK^O
-RKXQO \OZY\^ \OVOK]ON SX VK^O " \O`OKV] ^RK^
SXM\OK]ONMK\LYXNSYbSNOVO`OV]\S]SXQ^OWZO\K^_\O]
KXN MRKXQO] SX Z\OMSZS^K^SYX aSVV \O]_V^ SX VYaO\
cSOVN]KXNX_^\S^SYXKVVY]]PY\]^KZVOM\YZ]]_MRK]
corn and wheat.
An ecosystem of partners
=SXMO003aK]PY_XNONSXS^RK]LOOXROVZSXQ
MY_X^\cVOKNO\]Z\YWY^OZVKXSWZVOWOX^KXNWYXS^Y\PY\^S MK^SYXOPPY\^]K\Y_XN^ROaY\VN9XOWKSX
\OK]YXPY\S^]]_MMO]]S]]^SMUSXQ^YS^]MY\O`KV_O]$
PY]^O\SXQ Z_LVSMZ\S`K^OMS`SM ZK\^XO\]RSZ] KXN
SXMV_NSXQO`O\c]OM^Y\^R\Y_QRY_^^ROPY\^S MK^SYX
process. Walter von Reding, Managing Director of
^RO0VY_\=O\`SMO,_]SXO]]K^,ÍRVO\KXN7OWLO\YP
^RO/bOM_^S`O7KXKQOWOX^>OKWK^003RK]aS^XO]]ON^ROY\QKXSdK^SYXt]Q\Ya^R]SXMO"
u+RSQRVO`OVYPMYVVKLY\K^SYXaS^RKVV]^KUORYVNO\]S]KL]YV_^OVcUOc^YSWZVOWOX^PY\^S MK^SYXZ\YQ\KW]SX^RO^K\QO^MY_X^\SO]SXK]_]^KSXKLVOaKc3P
cY_ aKX^ ^Y L\SXQ KLY_^ MRKXQO cY_ XOON NO^O\WSXON ZK\^XO\] SXNOZ^R UXYaRYa KXN K QVYLKV
XO^aY\UvROObZVKSX]u,ÍRVO\aS^RS^]`S]SYXu3XXY-

`K^SYX]PY\KLO^^O\aY\VNvS]SXKZY]S^SYX^YMYX^\SL_^O]_L]^KX^SKVVcaS^RS^]PY\^S MK^SYX]YV_^SYX]KXN
Z\YMO]]ObZO\^S]OKXNaS^R^RONSPPO\OX^ZK\^XO\]3^
S]KL]YV_^OVcUOc^RK^^ROWSVVO\]KXN\SMOZ\YMO]]Y\]
themselves realize the incredible potential and
responsibility they have to improve and safe lives
KXN ^RK^ ^ROc KVV WKUO K \OKV NSPPO\OXMO >R\Y_QR
003aOZ\Y`SNOMVOK\Q_SNOVSXO]KXNL\YKNObZO\^S]O
K]K]O\`SMOv`YX<ONSXQMYXMV_NO]
Harnessing new technologies
7YX^QYWO\cS]MYX NOX^^RK^^RO0YYN0Y\^S MK^SYX
3XS^SK^S`O S] YX ^\KMU XY^ VOK]^ ^RKXU] ^Y S^] `K]^
QVYLKVXO^aY\Uu0_XNSXQS]KXS]]_OaOt\OaY\USXQ
YXL_^aOKV]YRK`ORSQRRYZO]PY\^OMRXYVYQSMKV
KN`KXMOWOX^] ^RK^ WKUO PY\^S MK^SYX WY\O MY]^
OPPOM^S`OKXN^R_]]_]^KSXKLVOvROObZVKSX]u6YYUK^
\SMO PY\^S MK^SYX PY\ ObKWZVO$ ,ÍRVO\ aS^R S^]
8_^\S<SMO ^OMRXYVYQc S] XYa KLVO ^Y KNN KX Ob^\K
VO`OV YP [_KVS^c Lc WSbSXQ L\YUOX UO\XOV] PY\ \SMO
Y_\Z\YN_M^SYXaS^R`S^KWSX]KXNWSXO\KV]^ROX
KNNSXQ^ROW^YXK^_\KVaRYVO\SMOUO\XOV]K^K]O^
\K^SY 3^t] Y_\ TYL ^Y MYX^SX_O SXPY\WSXQ KXN UOOZ
Z_]RSXQ PY\ MYWZ_V]Y\c PY\^S MK^SYX ]^KXNK\N]
whereever there is need – at the end of the day,
KMMO]]^YROKV^RcX_^\S^SYXVOKN]^YK]WK\^O\]^\YXQO\ROKV^RSO\aY\VNv

VIDEO
Watch the full interview with Scott
Montgomery, Director of FFI, to learn
more about the beneﬁts of fortiﬁcation.

buhlergroup.com
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PARTNERSHIPS WITH START-UPS

WITH
START-UPS
TEXT: LILIAN WEHRLE

INTO THE FUTURE

(From left) Norbert Kern, Director Global Product Management at Bühler Grinding & Dispersing,
Yuchen Zhang, Research Engineer Aquantis, Gokarna Pandey, Research Engineer Aquantis,
and Prasanna Premendra, Management Trainee at Bühler.

AQUANTIS
THE START-UP AQUANTIS is revolutionizing the measurement of particle size and moisture content in
industrially processed products. Its new micro and
millimeter wave enables users to measure both
external and internal conditions of solid and liquid
products. Aquantis has developed a tool that can be
installed in machines to measure the conditions of
solid and liquid products and transmit them to the
machine and its control system in real time.
Aquantis took part in the MassChallenge accelO\K^Y\ Z\YQ\KW SX 6K_]KXXO aRO\O ,ÍRVO\ \]^
noticed the start-up, recognizing its potential. The
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Grinding & Dispersing business unit at Bühler has
now joined forces with Aquantis for a project with
the goal of demonstrating the technology’s potential,
testing it in installed customer systems and establishing its relevance for other business units. In collaboration with Grinding & Dispersing, the current
focus is wet milling. During the industrial milling
process, the Aquantis technology can be used to
determine how the particle size of the processed
product changes, providing precise insights into particle properties that have an effect on product properties and thus quality.

Partnerships / FOCUS

In May 2019, Bühler officially opened the CUBIC innovation campus and its eight renovated application centers. The campus is a
center for collaboration that offers customers, suppliers, partners,
universities, and start-ups the opportunity to exchange know-how
and develop new solutions for a sustainable future. Various startups have already taken up residence in the CUBIC. Two of them
are Legria and Aquantis – both start-ups whose ideas have already
convinced at MassChallenge.

LEGRIA

Carsten Petry und Mary Olwal introduced their start-up at the Bühler Networking Days 2019.

BORN OUT OF an internal Bühler micro-MBA program,
the Master of Bühler Management, Legria is an
internal start-up at Bühler that is passionate about
providing healthy human nutrition within the
boundaries of the planet’s resources. In 2016, Mary
Olwal (former Bühler Head of Customer Project
Controlling) and Carsten Petry (former Bühler Global Product Manager Human Nutrition) started the
development of a food ingredient that is produced
by upcycling a byproduct of the beer brewing process – spent grain. By using the natural ingredient,
Legria, instead of sugar, it is possible to improve the
X_^\S^SYXKVZ\Y VOYPPYYNLc\ON_MSXQ_Z^YZO\cent of the sugar content, and adding valuable pro^OSX]KXN LO\^Y^ROOXNZ\YN_M^]]_MRK]MYYUSO]
aKP O] MO\OKV LK\] L\OKUPK]^ MO\OKV] RKdOVX_^
spread, and snacks. The team realized that it is not

enough to create just a nutritious, safe, and sustainable product – it also had to taste great. They teamed
aS^R1S`K_NKXxKVOKNSXQ K`Y\KXNP\KQ\KXMOMYWZKXcLK]ONSX=aS^dO\VKXNx^YSWZ\Y`O^RO K`Y\YP
the product. They participated in the the MassChallenge Start-Up Accelerator program in 2018. Olwal
and Petry found their new home in the CUBIC and
are working on achieving the successful market
OX^\cPY\6OQ\SK>RS]SXMV_NO]KM[_S\SXQ^ROS\ \]^
customers and building the supply chain in close
cooperation with partner companies.

VIDEO
Watch the video interview where Mary Olwal
and Carsten Petry explain the beneﬁts of Legria.
More information: www.legria.ch

buhlergroup.com
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PARTNERSHIPS WITH START-UPS

SUCCESS FACTOR:
INTERVIEW: LILIAN WEHRLE

CUBIC
processes under one roof. In this sense, the CUBIC
is a unique place for inspiration and for realizing
business concepts. Its direct connection to our application centers enables us to implement new ideas or
test them out. In this sense, the CUBIC is a unique
place for inspiration and for realizing concepts.

The CUBIC is a place to network and innovate, says Marcello
Fabbroni, the new Director of the campus.

Marcello Fabbroni will become the new Director of the CUBIC innovation campus in 2020.
In our interview, he explains what the CUBIC
stands for, what role sustainability plays, and
why collaboration is essential.
Marcello Fabbroni, the CUBIC stands for collaboration.
What exactly is behind this concept?
Albert Einstein once said: “We’re trapped by the limits of our thoughts.” A statement that is more current
today than ever. This is why we created our CUBIC
innovation campus to foster collaboration. We want
to bring together people from different spheres,
countries, and cultures, to exchange knowledge and
develop new ideas together. In view of the challenges we are facing, we consider this essential. Our
innovation campus has everything needed to foster
collaboration. Architecturally, the CUBIC has an
open design, and everyone is welcome with their
ideas and innovations.

Why does Bühler work with start-ups?
Generally, start-ups are impartial and have fresh,
SXXY`K^S`OSNOK]aRSMRMKXLOXO ^,ÍRVO\KXNS^]
customers. To create an inspiring environment, it’s
important to give fresh ideas space. This is why
we’re delighted that start-ups are taking advantage
of this and working in our innovation campus. It
allows our customers, partners and even the business units at Bühler to see things from another perspective and harness insights for various areas of
business – in line with the motto of the Networking
Days 2019: Creating Tomorrow Together.
We are proud we were able to take this approach
at the Bühler Networking Days this summer. 13
innovative start-ups introduced themselves and met
with our customers and partners. We will need new
technologies, new approaches, and a strong network
to be able to provide mobility and food to ten billion
ZOYZVOSX^ROcOK\

Does this approach have anything to do with Bühler’s
sustainability goals of reducing energy needs, waste
and water consumption in the value chains of our customers by 50 percent by 2030?
Yes. We must act fast and collaborate with all the
idea holders to create businesses that ensure a sustainable future, not just for us, but for future genera^SYX]^YY9_\QYKV]K\OZO\MOX^VO]]OXO\QcaK]^O
and water by 2030 in the value chains of our customers. With the CUBIC, we’re leading the way. The
SXXY`K^SYXMKWZ_]XOON]ZO\MOX^VO]]OXO\QcPY\
heating and air conditioning compared with similarly sized buildings. A 100 cubic meter container
What does the CUBIC offer Bühler customers?
underground collects rainwater, which is reused for
Collaboration has become a success factor for sur- running the toilets and the garden facilities.
viving in the complex, dynamic environment of the
modern world. This goes for our customers and for What is the long-term goal of the CUBIC?
Bühler. The CUBIC combines space for collabora- The CUBIC should be the epitome of innovation and
tion and exchange with the equipment and technol- drive ideas and innovations within our network.
ogy of our application centers. Providing ideas to be Collaboration will always be a crucial component for
created, developed further and tested on industrial developing innovations for a better world.
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Partnerships / FOCUS

ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIPS

GLOBAL ACADEMIC

NETWORKS
TEXT: DALEN JACOMINO PANTO

Companies and academic institutions have been collaborating for
more than a century. The increasing complexity of the challenges
ahead, however, has intensiﬁed the need for partnerships that go
beyond monitoring early stage research and engaging when something of interest arises. Universities and companies such as Bühler
are planting seeds in areas of interest to them, building competence
networks based on relationships that involve co-creation, sharing of
risks and responsibilities, and leveraging partners’ strengths.
buhlergroup.com
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In September, the University of St. Gallen
organized a project management course for
the participants of Women Back to Business
at the CUBIC innovation campus.

FUTURE FOOD
INITIATIVE
IN MARCH 2019, Bühler, the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology (ETH Zurich) and École polytechnique
fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), and industry partners
launched Future Food Initiative – a Swiss research
initiative. Its mission is to develop research and education opportunities in the area of food and nutrition
through the exchange of knowledge between universities and companies.
Projects led by Future Food Initiative should
accelerate the development of healthy food products, boost the search for solutions for sustainable,
plastic-free packaging, and secure access to affordable nutrition. The initiative is fully aligned with
the Bühler strategy of building a sustainable food
future. “We are stepping up as an industry to address challenges in the food value chain. Bühler’s
ambition is to create innovative and sustainable solutions, partnering with leading research institutes,
industrial partners, and promising start-ups in the
world of food,” explains Stefan Scheiber, CEO of
Bühler Group.
Ian Roberts, CTO of Bühler Group, highlighted
that “the goals of the initiative align perfectly with
Bühler’s ambition of addressing global challenges
of hunger and malnutrition. The initiative will
help make Switzerland a global lighthouse for innovation across the food value chain.”
The Future Food Initiative was funded by a donation from industrial partners with a total amount of
-20WSVVSYX>RK^WYXOc XKXMO]^ROPOVVYa]RSZ
program, co-led by ETH Zurich and EPFL, which is
at the center of the initiative.
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UNITECH
INTERNATIONAL
IN 2014, Bühler and UNITECH International started
a partnership that has been fruitful for both parties.
UNITECH International is a professional network
between leading European universities of technology, such as Politecnico di Milano, the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich), and TU Delft,
and corporate partners, including Bühler.
Founded in 2000, UNITECH offers high-potential engineering graduates the possibility of developing their management and practical capabilities
through an international exchange program.
On the other hand, the organization gives companies the chance to get in contact – and work together
– with talented engineers who come from different
cultural backgrounds and share an interest in a
career in management.
For a period of six months, the students partake
in an internship in a company, supporting projects
in areas such as Internet of Things (IoT), Research
& Development (R&D), and business evaluations,
KWYXQY^RO\]=SXMO,ÍRVO\RK]LOOXSX`S^SXQ
the talented engineers from the UNITECH network
to participate in the Carbon Footprint Challenge, a
platform focused on developing ideas to create a
more sustainable future.

Partnerships / FOCUS

UNIVERSITY OF
ST. GALLEN

JIANGNAN
UNIVERSITY
JIANGNAN UNIVERSITY, based in Wuxi, Jiangsu, is one
of the leading universities in China for engineering
and food science. With its 20,000 full-time undergraduates and over 11,000 part-time students receiving continuing education, the university offers
`OZY]^NYM^Y\KV\O]OK\MR]^K^SYX]SX^RO OVN]YP
Light Industry Technology and Engineering, Food
Science and Technology, Control Science and Engineering, Chemistry Engineering and Technology,
and Textile Engineering.
In September 2019, Bühler signed a cooperation
agreement with the Chinese university with the
goal of driving innovation, building another bridge
between the company and academia. Together, Bühler and Jiangnan University teams will conduct joint
research projects in the food sector, looking
for application solutions for key technologies in the
areas of textured vegetable proteins, high-tech food,
KXNY^RO\\OVK^ON OVN]
The collaboration is also opening a space for constant communication and exchange of knowledge,
ideas and experience. Both parties also have plans to
establish the Bühler-Jiangnan University Innovation Lab, which will specialize in the research of
novel food processing technology and equipment.
Professor Chen Jian, President of Jiangnan University and Member of Chinese Academy of Engineering, highlighted that the cooperation, as well as the
\O]Y_\MO]RK\SXQaSVVLOXO ^LY^RZK\^XO\]

BÜHLER AND THE UNIVERSITY OF ST. GALLEN (HSG), one of
Europe’s leading business universities, have been
partners in various education initiatives over the
last years. For example, since 2012 they have been
running an education program for product managers
at Bühler. The program was set up to ensure that
the participants have access to the state-of-the-art
theory as well as best practices from Bühler and outside industry. In 2017, Bühler took another step and
became member of the HSG’s Best Practice in Marketing program. The course works as a platform for
the exchange of experiences on current marketing
and sales topics between leading companies, moderated by the university. Central to the program is the
concept of “benchlearning”, a process in which participants learn from good practices, and then can
KNKZ^^ROS\VOK\XSXQ]^Y^ROS\]ZOMS MMS\M_W]^KXMO]
and challenges. They learn together and become better together.
In 2019, another relevant initiative took place:
,ÍRVO\ LOMKWO KX YP MSKV ZK\^XO\ Y\QKXSdK^SYX YP
Women Back to Business, organized by the Executive School of Management Technology and Law at
the University of St. Gallen. Women Back to Business is a continuing management education program
for women wishing to re-enter the labor market or
to embark on a new professional career.
Over 100,000 women in Switzerland with a degree from a university or a university of applied science are jobless, according to the Swiss Labor Force
Survey. “We have clear business objectives towards
diversity, because we believe that well managed
diverse teams perform a lot better than homogeneous teams. And we still don’t have enough women
in the company, especially in senior positions,”
ObZVKSX].SZKU7KXO-RSOP2_WKX<O]Y_\MO]9P cer of the Bühler Group. “I believe that Women Back
to Business is a very nice shortcut for us, to have
access to the know-how of these experienced
women. And it also gives a directive to the women
who are working today at Bühler. If they need to take
a break, they can take a break. It doesn’t mean that
they can’t come back.”
buhlergroup.com
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GETTING DOWN TO

SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESS
TEXT: JANET ANDERSON
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Better together / FOCUS

The WBCSD council met in
Lisbon, Portugal in October.

In March 2019, Bühler joined the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), a global network
of some 200 companies that are working together to help
the transition to a more sustainable future. As a global
player in food, mobility, and other key sectors, Bühler can
make a signiﬁcant contribution to this effort while also
beneﬁtting from best practices, and gain ideas and inspiration from the membership.

“ARE WE DOING
ENOUGH AS AN INDUSTRY, AS A COMPANY,
AND AS INDIVIDUALS?”
JONATHAN ABBIS
Bühler’s Partner to the WBCSD and Managing Director
Bühler Die Casting

Source: WBCSD

“WE ARE NO LONGER facing a climate crisis. We are in a
climate emergency now – the world is literally melting.” With these words, Sunny Verghese, CEO of
Olam and Chair of WBCSD addressed the audience
of industry leaders at Bühler’s Networking Days
2019 in Uzwil, Switzerland. His speech was a stark
warning, and also a call to action to the businesses
Z\O]OX^ uAO RK`O ^Y MYWO ^YQO^RO\ ^Y XN ]YV_tions,” he said. “And we need the private sector. We
want companies that are more sustainable to become
more successful.”
This has been the driving idea behind WBCSD
since its creation in 1995 to inject a business voice
into the global conversation on sustainability and
environmental issues. Today, it is a CEO-led organization of over 200 companies working together to
accelerate the transition to a sustainable future. Bühler, which joined the organization in March this year,
is now one of those companies, contributing to solutions that will help build a better world.
3^S]KQYKV^RK^ ^]aOVVaS^R,ÍRVO\t]YaX`S]SYX
of “innovations for a better world”. This year, recognizing that the need for action has become more
urgent, Bühler has announced it is stepping up its
commitment to sustainability, setting new, more
ambitious goals to reduce energy requirements,
water consumption, and waste by 50 percent in its
customers’ value chains.
“When it comes to sustainability, we at Bühler
question ourselves in three areas: are we doing
enough as an industry, as a company and as an individual?” says Jonathan Abbis, Bühler’s Partner to
WBCSD and Managing Director Bühler Die Casting.
“We want to play a role in the industry. That is why
we organized the Networking Days, to inspire and to
lead, and why we have now joined WBCSD. Its comWS^WOX^] ^aS^RY_\Y`O\KVV]^\K^OQcv
buhlergroup.com
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“THE ADVANTAGE OF BEING A
MEMBER OF WBCSD IS THAT IT
OFFERS US A PRE-COMPETITIVE
SPACE TO EXCHANGE IDEAS.”
JONATHAN ABBIS
Bühler’s Partner to the WBCSD and
Managing Director Bühler Die Casting

Change across all systems
A,-=.S]XY^T_]^KLY_^]ZOMS MZ\YMO]]]YV_^SYX]
or small parts of the value chain – it is about changing the whole ecosystem. Its work is organized
around the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. “These 17 goals, agreed by 194 countries,
represent noble aims,” says Verghese. “However, it
will take the practical input, ideas and effort from
the private sector to realize them. With leading businesses from across the world and from all relevant
sectors onboard, the chance of achieving them is
greatly increased.”
In order to do this, WBCSD is seeking systems
transformation in six areas, or “meta systems”: Circular Economy, Cities & Mobility, Climate & Energy,
0YYN8K^_\O:OYZVOKXN<ONO XSXQ@KV_O,ÍRVO\
has decided to start by taking part in the Food &
Nature program. However, in time, the company will
also contribute to the other programs. “These are all
areas of focus where we can gain knowledge and
understand the overall trends, on the one hand, and
on the other hand, where we can also contribute
with what we are doing as a company,” says Abbis.
Within the Food & Nature program, a project
called FReSH – Food Reform for Sustainability and
Health – offers a perfect opportunity for Bühler to
collaborate. It is one of the key initiatives to drive
transformation in the food system, with partners
from across the sector coming together to exchange
ideas in areas such as plant-based protein alternatives and extrusion products. “Many of the companies involved in FReSH are either our customers or
partners. We are already working with them to make
change happen. But the advantage of being a member
of WBCSD is that it offers us a pre-competitive space
to exchange ideas and experience with them and
with other companies we do not already know,”
explains Abbis.
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WBCSD is working to drive transformation in several key areas,
including Cities & Mobility.

Better together / FOCUS

:\Y`SNSXQKMYX NOX^SKVu]KPO]ZKMOvPY\YZOXNS]cussions between companies that, otherwise, are
O\MOMYWZO^S^Y\]S]UOc^Y^ROaKcA,-=.aY\U]
It not only opens up possibilities for collaborations
that otherwise might not happen, it also enables
cross-sectoral solutions to emerge.
The members, who represent all business sectors,
MYWO^YQO^RO\K^\OQ_VK\-Y_XMSV7OO^SXQ]^YNO XO
areas of work for the organization while taking stock
of the progress made across programs and projects,
share best practices on business and sustainable
development issues and also develop innovative
tools to change the status quo. “For Bühler, it is a big
advantage to be aware of where the system is moving
and what the trends are – it means we can predict
what kind of changes our company can expect in the
coming years. We also learn a lot about how to drive
]_]^KSXKLSVS^c SX ]ZOMS M \OQSYX] KXN K\OK]v ]Kc]
Abbis. “It is a perfect way to explore opportunities
together with industry.”
The practical details are what count. Member
companies meet regularly during the year to update
their peers on what they are doing about sustainability, how they measure progress and how they
tackle the hurdles. “It’s very helpful and inspiring,”
Abbis explains. “For example, we contribute to the
Food Loss and Waste Group, which is one part of the
FReSH project. This is an area where we can discuss
with customers how much loss is in the value chain
and what kind of solutions we can provide.”

melting. He points to the high temperatures experienced in Europe the summer of 2019, the melting of
^RO+\M^SMSMOKXN^RO \O]\KQSXQKM\Y]]NSPPO\OX^
regions of the planet.

It is time to act now
The stakes could not be higher. In October 2018, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
published its starkest warning yet on the impact of
global warming.
The report concludes we have just 12 years left to
ensure that global warming keeps to a maximum of
1.5 degrees above preindustrial levels. The scientists
warn that if we exceed the 1.5 degree Celsius threshYVNO`OXLcRKVPKNOQ\OO^RO\S]U]YP YYN]Ob^\OWO
heat, and poverty will increase for hundreds of millions of people. It calls for “rapid and far-reaching”
transitions in energy, industry, buildings, transport,
and cities in order to cut carbon dioxide emissions
to 45 percent below 2010 levels to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius.
We are already living with the consequences of a
1 degree Celsius temperature rise. The food industry
is on the climate change front line. The IPCC report
shows that increased carbon dioxide levels, rising
temperatures and changes in precipitation will
result in lower yields and nutritional loss for staple
crops such as corn (maize) and wheat. Temperatures rising another 1 degree Celsius will mean
insects being twice as likely to lose half their habitats, impacting plant and crop pollination as well as
The biggest challenge
Y_\ XOVcLKVKXMONOMYVYQSMKV]c]^OW]
With its global relevance in other key sectors, too,
“Our vision is that all the people that inhabit this
Bühler is in a unique position to contribute toward planet – it could be anywhere between 9.5 and
solutions that will protect the climate, for example 10 billion people by 2050 – should live well within
aS^ROXO\QcOP MSOX^MK\]L_SVNSXQ]KXNWKMRSXO\c the planetary boundaries,” says Verghese.
Together with WBCSD partners, the overall aim is
to drive the systemic change necessary to achieve
the Paris Agreement on climate change – to keep
a global temperature rise this century well below
2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels and to
INFO
pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even
further to 1.5 degrees Celsius.
As people, governments, and businesses around
Founded in 1991, WBCSD is a global, CEOthe world become aware of the risks that climate
led organization of over 200 international
change poses to our way of life, WBCSD has a vital
companies. Its goal is to accelerate the
transition to a sustainable world. The member
role to play. “To ensure quality of life today and for
companies come from all economic sectors
future generations, we have to take decisive action
and all major economies. Together, they gentoday. In joining the world’s most responsible busierate a total turnover of USD 8.5 trillion.
ness leaders in WBCSD, we are broadening our
collaborative approach,” says Abbis. “Only through
www.wbcsd.org
collaboration within and across sectors will it be
possible to scale the innovations that are necessary
to make food production or mobility sustainable.”
Verghese works tirelessly to galvanize the global
business community toward this goal. There is no
time to waste, he argues, because the world is already
buhlergroup.com
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WE CAN

CHANGE
THE
WORLD
INTERVIEW: JANET ANDERSON

Sunny Verghese has spent much of his career in
leading roles for international companies in the
food and agricultural sector, gaining praise and
awards for his work. But for his children, this was
not enough. When they asked him what kind of
world he would leave for them, it opened his eyes
to the impact business has on the environment.
Since then, he has been devoted to ensuring
business makes a positive contribution toward
building a better world.

Sunny Verghese, what, for you, is a better world?
Each of us will have a different notion of what a better world is and come at it from different angles and
different perspectives. It is important to try and
agree what we mean by a better world.
For me, the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, the 169 targets and the 246 key metrics to measure whether we are progressing along
^RK^VSXOK\OKQYYNNO XS^SYXYPaRK^aOKVVaKX^^Y
become, the future we want to share, the collective
prosperity that we all want. I don’t think there can
be much disagreement about that vision. It is for
that reason that 194 countries came together and
KQ\OON^YNO XO^ROaY\VN^RK^^ROcaKX^^YM\OK^O
Imagine 194 countries agreeing on a future for the
world? That is remarkable.
Your company, Olam International, is one of the world’s
leading food and agri-businesses. What do these goals
mean for your sector?
>RO \]^QYKVS]^YOXNKVVPY\W]YPZY`O\^c>RO]OMond is to get to zero hunger. This is where my sector
comes in. It is a huge challenge because the global
food and agriculture system, as it currently stands, is
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Interview Sunny Verghese / FOCUS

Sunny Verghese, CEO of Olam and Chair of World Business Council
for Sustainable Development, addresses over 800 guests
during the Bühler Networking Days 2019.

broken. Today, 817 million people still go to bed
hungry every day, 2 billion people suffer from microX_^\SOX^KXN`S^KWSXNO MSOXMSO]aRSVO#LSVVSYX
people are overweight and obese.
A third of children in developing countries are
stunted or wasted, which means they really have no
future, because the effect of these diseases on cognitive development is irreversible. At the same time,
the travesty is that a third of the food we produce is
wasted. And more than that, we are emitting a lot of
carbon and consuming a lot of water.
Agriculture accounts for 25 percent of the world’s
greenhouse gas emissions, including the impact of
change in land use. It accounts for 71 percent of the
world’s freshwater use and for 75 percent of all biodiversity loss. My question is, can we feed 9 to 10
billion people in 2050 without destroying our planet?
That is our challenge.

largest user of fertilizer per hectare is Germany,
which uses 139 kilograms per hectare. China uses
three times more. The consequence, according to the
World Health Organization, is that 80 percent of
China’s surface water – lakes and rivers – is polluted
in terms of the biological oxygen demand. We need
^YZ\YN_MOWY\OPYYNPOONKXN LO\L_^aOMKXXY^
destroy our planet at the same time. There has to be
an alternative way to do this more sustainably.

Does this mean that we have to change the way progress is measured?
I think we have been measuring the wrong things.
When we look at countries, we look at GDP per capita growth. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait have some of
the highest GDP per capita but among the lowest
wellbeing scores in terms of gender equality and
basic human rights. Rwanda, on the other hand, is
a poor country in terms of per capita GDP but has
Could you give us an example of what that means?
a very high wellbeing score because they emphasize
Look at China, for example. They have made enor- education, health, and environmental sustainability.
WY_]Z\YQ\O]]L_^^ROcRK`OKNSP M_V^^\KMU\OMY\N >ROc RK`O K L\YKNO\ NO XS^SYX YP aRK^ OMYXYWSM
in terms of the environment. China uses 439 kilo- progress means. Being the wealthiest country or
grams of fertilizer per hectare. The world’s next individual does not guarantee wellbeing. The key
buhlergroup.com
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“WE NEED ECONOMIC GROWTH AND
WE NEED DECENT JOBS. IF THERE
IS NO ECONOMIC GROWTH IT WILL
BE VERY DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE SOCIAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRESS.”
SUNNY VERGHESE
CEO of Olam International and Chair of World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD)

doing more with fewer resources. The third level of
change has to occur at the sector level. We have to
develop a sectoral roadmap to do more with less
without destroying the planet. We need the companies in different sectors to come together and work
for change. And that’s a tough challenge because
companies are intensely competitive and not accustomed to collaborating. We don’t normally work
together unless there’s a real crisis. But I believe we
are in more than a crisis now; we are in a climate
emergency, so we need to come together.

MRKVVOXQOS]RYacY_NO XOaOVVLOSXQKXNRYaNY
you convert economic prosperity into wellbeing.
These are critical questions for individuals, companies, and nation states.
Is economic growth the wrong thing to focus on?
We need economic growth and we need to provide
decent jobs, because if there is no economic growth
S^aSVVLO`O\cNSP M_V^^YKMRSO`O]YMSKVKXNOX`S\YXmental progress. This means that we cannot focus
only on economic growth.

What about the role of civil society, governments,
and industry?
We need more collaboration here too. Again, this is
unusual – industry sectors and civil society normally
treat each other with mutual suspicion and spend a
lot of money and effort to keep each other at bay. But
I don’t think we can really change the world unless
aOMYWO^YQO^RO\^Y XNKMYVVOM^S`O]YV_^SYX1Y`ernments and policymakers have to come to the
party. For example, governments need to impose a
MK\LYX^KbK^K]_P MSOX^VO`OV^YSXMOX^S`SdOQYYN
behavior. If carbon is free, we’re going to pollute
indiscriminately. We need to understand the true
cost that we incur in producing the things we consume – Mother Nature does not issue us those
invoices, so we assume those costs don’t exist. Take
the world’s four major grain crops: wheat, corn, soybeans, and rice. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has calculated that the externalities of
producing 80 percent of these crops is USD 1.15 trillion per annum. They did the same for the four major
protein items – poultry, beef, pork and lamb – and
O]^KLVS]RON ^RK^ ^RO Q_\O aK] ?=. " ^\SVVSYX
Combined, that is roughly USD 3 trillion of costs in
terms of Mother Nature being depleted. We have to
make those costs more visible to everyone.

Where does responsibility lie for looking after the environment and taking sustainability forward?
I think it starts with the individual. We all need to be
the change we want to see in others, so if it doesn’t
start with the individual, I don’t think there’s anything else we can do realistically. The second level How do we move forward?
of change is at the company level. As companies we Understanding those costs is just the starting point.
need to know our carbon footprint, our water foot- Beyond taxation, governments and policymakers
print, and our waste footprint, and be committed to should insist that all companies disclose their foot-
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Z\SX^+XN XKVVc\O]OK\MRO\]KXNSXXY`K^Y\]XOON its contribution to greenhouse gas emissions, reduce
^Y MYWO ^YQO^RO\ ^Y XN XOa ]YV_^SYX] ^RK^ MKX the amount of freshwater withdrawals and grow
address these challenges, using digital technologies, food in ways that do not cause biodiversity loss.
K\^S MSKVSX^OVVSQOXMO\YLY^SM]Y\MYWLSXK^SYX]YP
Can you give some examples of how you have made
technologies.
changes at Olam International to achieve these goals?
Olam International employs around 74,500 people
Today the world uses 4.9 trillion cubic meters of
water and 71 percent of that goes to agriculture. By
worldwide. How have you got this message across to
2030, that is predicted to rise to 7 trillion cubic
all your employees?
>RO \]^^RSXQ^Y]^K\^aS^RS]K]RK\ONZ_\ZY]O9_\ meters to feed the world’s growing population,
purpose is to reimagine global food and agriculture unless we make changes.
At Olam we asked ourselves, how can we get more
systems so that we can feed the growing population
of nine and a half or 10 billion people without crops per drop of water? We are the largest almond
destroying the planet. People come to work at Olam orchard owners in the world. Many of our orchards
because they feel that all of the effort that we ask are in California where, in terms of weather and clithem to put in the company means that we can really matic conditions, it is the best place to grow almonds.
change the world.
But it is a water-stressed region. Water is as precious
as gold there. In the past, we needed 12.5 mega liters
As Chair of the World Business Council for Sustainable
of water for every hectare. Today, we attach IoT sensors on the trees that measure the stress of the plant.
Development (WBCSD), what role do you see this orga>R\Y_QR ^RS] aO RK`O SWZ\Y`ON aK^O\ _]KQO OP nization playing?
The fact that multilateral agencies have managed to ciency by 26 to 27 percent. But there is far more that
agree the Sustainable Development Goals, the Paris can be done.
In California I need 14.5 gallons of water to proClimate Accord and the Biodiversity Convention is
a miracle in itself. But how do you translate these duce 1 pound of tomatoes. In China – the world’s
ambitious goals into action? Unless the private sector biggest producer of tomatoes and tomato paste –
steps in and supports the implementation, there’s a they require 24 to 26 gallons of water to produce 1
massive action gap.
pound of tomatoes. Yet the Netherlands can do the
The 200 companies that are members of WBCSD same with 1 gallon of water. The country has become
together account for 8.9 trillion dollars of revenue, the world’s second largest exporter of fruit and vegemploy more than 19 million people worldwide and etables after the US which has 270 times the land
represent every sector, from oil and gas, to big mass of the Netherlands. It is a staggering feat and
pharma, food and agriculture, and transportation. should be an inspiration for all countries.
We are a cross section of the world’s multinationals
aS^RR_QO\OKMRKXNSX _OXMO9_\KWLS^SYXS]^YQO^
all of us to average up our standards and learn from
each other so that we develop best practices and
practical solutions. And because it’s the CEOs themselves who are at the table, there is no escape from
the commitments they make.
How you will know when you’ve made a difference?
Our aim is to achieve systems transformation in several meta-systems. These correspond to the greatest
challenges that we face as a society. First, we need to
address the climate and energy system and make it
more sustainable. I think this is urgent. The second
meta-system is the circular economy. We need to
XNaKc]^Y\OMcMVOWY\OYPaRK^aOZ\YN_MO0Y\
example, we have just launched the Alliance to End
Plastic Waste, with 40 companies signing up to prevent plastic waste from entering the oceans. They
have already committed USD 1.5 billion to start tackling this problem. The third meta-system that we
want to change is food and nature. This is the sector
in which my company is active. We need to reduce

INFO
Sunny Verghese is Co-Founder and Group
CEO of Olam International, a leading global
food and agri-business, and Chair of the
World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, a CEO-led coalition of over
200 companies from around the world which
have come together to bring about a transition to a more sustainable world of which
Bühler is a member.
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What are the other meta-systems in which you are
driving transformation?
The fourth system is cities and mobility. There’s a
revolution in urbanization happening in different
countries. India is only 30 percent urbanized, and
China is now 51 percent urbanized. When China hit
30 percent urbanization, the economy took off. India,
Indonesia, Vietnam, Africa, and Latin America are all
urbanizing rapidly. We have to make sure that
urbanization takes place in an organized and balanced way. With rapid urbanization you have various problems: you have more urban slums and urban
infrastructure such as sanitation collapsing under
the weight of migrants coming in from rural areas.
And urban populations also have higher consumptive power. For example, they consume three times
more meat per capita than rural populations. Also at
the heart of living in cities is mobility. Solutions need
to be found so that we can have a more sustainable
and inclusive urban mobility in the future.

“WE CAN TRULY CHANGE
THE WORLD, BUT FIRST
WE HAVE TO CHANGE OURSELVES. IF THERE IS NO INDIVIDUAL CHANGE, NO CHANGE
IS LIKELY TO HAPPEN.”
SUNNY VERGHESE
CEO of Olam International and Chair of WBCSD

What promising solutions are you already seeing in
this sector?
>RO \]^ S] K_^YXYWY_] `ORSMVO] >ROc RK`O ^RO
potential to improve safety and productivity while
requiring less real estate than conventional vehicles.
>ROX^RO\OS]OVOM^\S MK^SYXxaOObZOM^WSVVSYX
vehicles around the world by the end of 2020. After
that, I hope we will see further development of
hydrogen-fueled vehicles. These are still expensive,
but they can recharge 15 times faster than electric burden therefore comes back to the employer. I canvehicles today and will therefore require less invest- not just tell my shareholders ‘I have saved six jobs
ment in infrastructure. Together with increased con- and dramatically increased my productivity, but I
nectivity and further growth in ride sharing, I think have left six families without their livelihoods.’
these developments will have a massive impact.
3PQY`O\XWOX^]MKXt^ VV^RK^QKZaORK`OK]OX]O
of responsibility to reskill those people and bring
How do you see employment changing and what
them back into the labor force, whether as farmers
impact will this have on people’s livelihoods?
who become our suppliers or as entrepreneurs and
>RO P^RWO^K]c]^OWaOK\OVYYUSXQK^S]KVVKLY_^ micro-entrepreneurs. That’s the role and responsiZOYZVO ,OMK_]O YP K\^S MSKV SX^OVVSQOXMO \YLY^SM] bility of a company.
and digitalization we are going to lose roughly
120 million jobs. But we are going to create 130 to What about innovation?
140 million new jobs for the new economy.
Globally, on aggregate, between USD 4 to 5 billion is
The problem is, the people who are going to lose spent annually on agriculture food research, for
their jobs might not be in the countries and in the example. However, we need to be spending at least
sectors where the new economy jobs are being cre- ?=.LSVVSYX^Y XN^ROXOb^Z\YN_M^S`S^cL\OKUated. Look at our operations in Africa – it used to throughs. What Bühler is doing is very inspiring and
take seven workers to process one bag of cashews, encouraging to me. That’s the kind of innovation that
from raw cashew nuts into blanched cashew kernels. aOXOON^Y XN^ROXOb^L\OKU^R\Y_QR]YV_^SYX]^Y
Today, we can do it with one worker. There are six address this problem.
workers who are now redundant. Many of them are
women and there is no alternative form of livelihood What is your message to readers of Diagram?
or employment for them. Governments do not have AOMKX^\_VcMRKXQO^ROaY\VNL_^ \]^aORK`O^Y
^RO XKXMO]Y\^RO\O]Y_\MO]^YO[_SZ^ROWaS^R^RO change ourselves individually. If there is no indinew skills required for the new economy, nor is vidual change, no change is likely to happen. As
there a social welfare net to take care of them. The companies, we have to be mindful of what our foot-
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Source: WBCSD

At the beginning of 2018, Sunny Verghese officially
took up his role as the new Chair of WBCSD.

prints are, be courageous and disclose our footprint
and make public commitments on how we are going
to do more with less.
We have to come together as sectors and collaborate with unusual partners to drive change, because
we cannot accept the status quo or continue with
business as usual while the world is literally burning.
I would ask every reader to think about this: Do you
know what your carbon footprint is, your water footprint, or your waste footprint? I’m sure you know
what your annual income is, but do you know what
your impact is on nature or what your activities contribute to biodiversity loss? This is not top of most
people’s sensibilities.
I am 60 years old now. Until I was 45, I was
clueless about the impacts of business on the environment and the interlocked processes. My Road
to Damascus was through the eyes of my children,
when my son and daughter asked me what the
point is of making so much effort and running such
a big company – you deal with 4.8 million farmers
in over in over 70 countries, they said; you have
]YW_MR\OKMRKXNSX _OXMOL_^K\OcY_\OKVVcVOK`ing the world a better place for us? This question set
me on the path I am on today.

VIDEO
Sunny Verghese was a keynote speaker during
the Bühler Networking Days 2019. Watch his full
speech here.

Sunny Verghese took part in an interview for
Bühler’s “The Future is Now” thought-leadership
series. Watch the video to learn more about how
to create a better tomorrow.
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THE MANY
DEVELOPERS OF THE

FUSION
TEXT AND PHOTOS: ANJA METZGER

A machine is never the product of
a single genius – it is the result of
teamwork. In the case of the 2019launched Fusion die-casting system, a
global network of Bühler employees,
customers, suppliers, and academic
partners worked together to determine
what was needed to bring die-casting
technologies to a new level of performance. The Fusion team spared no
effort to gather valuable feedback –
and the results speak for themselves.

“If we were only a group of developers, we would
be inclined to see the topic from a very technical perspective,” says Christoph Ziltener, who supervises
the development of the Fusion as Project Manager.
This is why he and his team sought help right from
the start, from Bühler employees from other units
and geographic regions as well as from customers,
suppliers and academic partners. Every perspective
counts. The goal was for the Fusion to become the
most user-friendly, safest, most attractive and, above
KVVWY]^OP MSOX^NSOMK]^SXQWKMRSXO]YOb^O\XKV
input was just as important as internal.

ONE AFTER ANOTHER came forward, sticking their colored post-it to the wall, some with small drawings
KXNY^RO\]aS^RYXVc^Ob^>ROUOcaY\N]$.\KaO\
principle for maintenance, fall protection, accessibility for cleaning. The scene is reminiscent of group
Z\YTOM^]K^_XS`O\]S^c,_^^RO]^KUORYVNO\]K\OObZOrienced supply chain managers, sales staff and service technicians, and the occasion is a “design think- Setting priorities
ing” workshop for developing the new Fusion die- In many companies, it used to be normal to develop
cast solution that was presented to the market in a machine in isolation, in the utmost secrecy, after
June. Few of them have ever designed such a all they wanted to protect their intellectual property.
machine, but still their task is essential to the project. A countertrend can be seen especially from agile
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Upper row from left to right: Daniel Bieli, Lukas Hersche, Orhan Alaca, Hermann Roos, Benping Wang, Christoph Ziltener, and Marco Tobler.
Lower row from left to right: Phillip Rozema, Dominik Widler, Fabian Stucki, Patrick Reichen, and Michael Cinelli.

software development, and traditional industries are well as countless Bühler employees from all regions,
following suit. The key is to be as close to the mar- and the development teams in the US, China, and
ket as possible during the development process =aS^dO\VKXNZ\Y`SNONKXKX]aO\^Y^ROLSQ[_O]^SYX$
through close collaboration with customers and What does the Fusion have to be able to do? The
partners. “It doesn’t do anyone good if after four challenge was to prioritize the requirements. “We
cOK\]K XS]RONZ\YN_M^S]VK_XMRONYX^ROWK\UO^ created a sophisticated system with direct encounthat no one actually needs or wants to buy,” says ters of two requirements. Like in a soccer tournaMarco Tobler, Bühler Fusion Product Manager.
ment, the stronger requirement eliminated the
The risk is not only being unable to deliver func- weaker one,” says Tobler. “We cut down until we
tions the market needs, but also to include functions RKN K MYWZ\YWS]O aS^R ^RO `O WY]^ \OVO`KX^
XYYXOObZOM^ONKXN^RK^M_]^YWO\]MKXt^_]Ou>RO requirements capable of winning a majority.”
widely supported collaboration takes us out of our
It was all about looking at things from a custominternal engineering perspective and helps us set er’s perspective. The entire development team
priorities,” says Tobler. As such, the goal isn’t to received training to develop a design thinking minddevelop the fanciest machine, either, but a machine set with the help of academic partners Swiss Federal
tailored to the needs of the market offering the best Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich) and the UniZ\SMOZO\PY\WKXMO\K^SY>YNO XO^RONS\OM^SYXYP versity of St. Gallen (HSG), Switzerland. This conthe journey, 10 foundries from all over the world as cept, focusing on requirements while the solution is
buhlergroup.com
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still unclear, acted as a common thread for the entire project. By constantly taking the customer and
user perspective into consideration, the developers
MKXKV]YZ_^ObS]^SXQMYXMOZ^]^Y^RO^O]^3X^ROMK]O
of the Fusion, this included the cleaning and the
safety concepts.
Attractive workplace
Machines may be a technical thing, but it is people
who operate them. That is why these people have to
share their input during the development phase.
How easy is it to perform maintenance and cleaning?
How quickly can the operator working on the casting cell get an overview of the processes? The user
must not be disregarded in product development.
/]ZOMSKVVcaROX^RSXUSXQVYXQ^O\W$+]KaY\UZVKMO
foundries are not the most attractive for drawing
talents. “A lot of people associate die casting with
dirt, smoke, and heat,” says Matjaz Turk, Technical
Manager of the LTH Castings Group. “To change
that, we need attractive equipment and a workplace
where employees can feel safe and comfortable.”
The Slovenian location of LTH was involved in
^ROZ\YTOM^\SQR^P\YW^RO]^K\^K]^RO \]^WK\UO^
requirements were compiled, later for feedback
aY\U]RYZ]KXN XKVVcK]K^O]^M_]^YWO\PY\^RO \]^
Fusion 140 in a foundry. The developers regularly
traveled to LTH in Ljubljana. In an iterative process, meaning repeated feedback rounds, they confronted LTH with project progress and design concepts. “From the operator, to the technologist, to the
technical manager, everyone always had valuable
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“FROM THE OPERATOR, TO
THE TECHNOLOGIST, TO
THE TECHNICAL MANAGER,
EVERYONE ALWAYS HAD
VALUABLE INPUT.”
CHRISTOPH ZILTENER
Fusion Project Manager

input which we were able to incorporate into correction rounds,” says Ziltener.
The development team went to a lot of trouble to
put themselves into the machine operators’ shoes.
“Together, we cleaned a die-casting machine for a
local customer to learn for ourselves where the difM_V^SO]VSOKXNaRK^MK_]O]Z\YLVOW]NYSXQ^RS]TYLv
says Ziltener.
Product design as added value
,_^KM^_KVVcY`O\^_\XSXQObS]^SXQMYXMOZ^]\O[_S\ON
a partner from outside the industry, unprejudiced
by die casting. The product designers at Formfabrik in Zurich, Switzerland may be unable to operate die-casting machines, but they are used to seeing
things from the customer’s perspective. They were
a driving force for change in the Fusion project.
“When asked why they do something, many customO\] KX]aO\ON$ s,OMK_]O aOt`O KVaKc] NYXO S^ ^RK^
aKctv ObZVKSX] :\YN_M^ .O]SQXO\ -R\S]^YZR 4K_X
from Formfabrik. “We ask critical questions and try
to sense if it is really good to continue in the same
way, or is there a better solution? Maybe there are
newer aspects to consider?”

Fusion / FOCUS

While it’s hard to imagine developing consumer
goods without product designers, they are less common in industrial projects according to Jaun. “It
pleases me that the project teams in mechanical
engineering are more and more often noticing the
added value design can offer.” Added value, that
means shedding old habits and placing the focus on
improved user friendliness and productivity.
Internationally positioned
Fusion isn’t the child of one single developer, and it
has more than one nationality, too. The project was
managed from the Bühler headquarters in Uzwil,
but two additional development centers in the US
and China were also closely involved. The goal was
to produce and deliver the same machines in the
same quality in every region, right from day one.
Two video conferences were held each week, one
with the colleagues in the US and the other with the
colleagues in China. “The greatest challenge in communication was living in different time zones,” says
Phil Rozema, in charge of the Bühler project on
American soil.
But the pros outweigh the cons. The regions gave
valuable insights into the local markets, as illus^\K^ONLcKXObKWZVO0Y\^<OMY`O\c3XN_]^\SO]^RO
^O]^M_]^YWO\SX^RO?=RKN`O\c]ZOMS M\O[_S\Oments for connecting the machine to its own molding tool that were not covered by the modular concept. “This helped us see a gap in the concept and to
close that gap for the future,” says Rozema.
With the active support of the regions, the obvious solution was to build not just one but three
WKMRSXO]PY\M_]^YWO\^O]^]$YXOYXOKMRMYX^SXOX^
Each of the test machines contains parts made by
local suppliers. “We consciously decided to take

LOCAL CUSTOMERS

HUB USA
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, USA

advantage of the local supply chains for each test
machine,” says Ziltener. Now, in a second step, the
team is currently deciding which parts will be delivered by which suppliers based on criteria such as
costs, risk and quality. “Being able to compare the
three test versions gives us great potential to build
the best quality at the lowest price when it comes to
series production,” states Ziltener. Plus, this parallel
approach ensured that local departments such as
purchasing and assembly were also involved in the
project early on.
Collaboration at its best
It wasn’t always easy. “While building the test machines, we were often confronted with design
changes from Uzwil and had to respond last-minute,”
]Kc]AOSBSO:\YTOM^7OWLO\P\YWA_bS-RSXK
“This made good communication critical. I could
fully depend on the team in Uzwil.” For Marco
Tobler, the intense international collaboration was
NO XS^OVc aY\^R S^ u9P MY_\]O S^t] WY\O aY\U ^Y
maintain such a large collaboration network, but it’s
also more sustainable. We learned from three
machines while covering three different markets
before going into production.”
The collaborative approach to developing the
0_]SYX OX]_\ON ^RK^ ^RO WKMRSXO \O OM^] WK\UO^
needs. That became clear with the positive feedback
from customers at two large trade fairs. The project
team is currently in the process of incorporating the
VK^O]^SX]SQR^]P\YW^RO^O]^WKMRSXO]SX^Y^RO XKV
product design, and it will continue to rely on the
international network going forward. “Everyone is
responsible for the product in their own way and has
made a vital contribution to the project’s success,”
says Tobler.

LOCAL SUPPLIERS

HUB UZWIL

HUB CHINA

UZWIL, SWITZERLAND

PRODUCT DESIGNERS

WUXI, CHINA

ACADEMIC PARTNERS
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TEXT: BIANCA RICHLE
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In August, 800 guests from industry and research accepted Bühler’s invitation to
Networking Days 2019 and convened in Uzwil, Switzerland. The primary goal of
the three-day event was to offer a platform for inspiration and exchange, to create
a common understanding for the urgency to make use of our planet’s resources
more sustainably, and, following the motto of “Creating tomorrow together”, bring
about industry commitment for rapid action.
buhlergroup.com
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Bühler displayed more than 20 new solutions for guests to explore. To learn
more about them, please visit: networkingdays2019.buhlergroup.com

“THE WORLD IS CHANGING.
AND IT IS CHANGING FASTER THAN
WE THOUGHT. WE ALL NEED TO
ACCEPT THIS FACT AND TAKE STEPS
FOR CHANGE.”
DR. HANS PETER ANDRES
Board Member Purchasing, Materials Management and Logistics,
Josef Manner & Comp. AG, Austria

Uzwil was transformed during the Networking Days to host 800 guests. They met
with start-ups in the CUBIC, visited the new application centers, and enjoyed the
speeches and food in the tent area.
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“THE FIRST THING I WANT TO IMPLEMENT IS TO CREATE A POSITION IN THE
COMPANY THAT DEALS WITH ADVANCING
THE TOPIC OF SUSTAINABILITY.”
RAJ MALDE
Owner and Board Member, Mjengo Limited, Kenya

DR. GRO HARLEM BRUNDTLAND
Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, former Norwegian Prime
Minister and former General Director of the World Health
Organization said: “There’s no going back. The necessity
of the private sector’s engagement is bigger than ever.
We cannot solve all of the challenges without the resources,
expertise, technology, and intelligence of business.”
Speech

“WE CAN NEVER DO ENOUGH FOR
SUSTAINABILITY. THERE IS ALWAYS
MORE. I HAVE SO MANY GOOD IDEAS
TO TAKE HOME WITH ME, THANKS TO
BÜHLER NETWORKING DAYS.”
ALAN MCLENAGHAN
CEO of Saint-Gobain SageGlass, United States

VIDEO
Everything about the event, including all of the
speeches, can be found on the Bühler Networking
Days 2019 site.

You can ﬁnd the wrap-up movie about
the Networking Days 2019 on YouTube.

PATRICK DUPIN

Interview

If you’ve seen the CUBIC, you’ve seen his company’s work:
Saint-Gobain SageGlass uses Bühler Leybold Optics technology to coat glass, which can create up to a 35 percent energy
savings in buildings that use it. Patrick Dupin, CEO of SaintGobain Northern Europe, has worked for the company for
20 years advancing innovations and contributing to making it
a global leader for sustainable environment. To learn more
KLY_^^ROLOXO ^]YP]WK\^QVK]]VS]^OX^YRS]]ZOOMRKXNKV]Y
the interview with him and Alan McLenaghan, CEO of SaintGobain SageGlass.

“IT IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO
THINK ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY AND
ABOUT THE NEXT GENERATION.
AND IT’S VERY, VERY IMPORTANT
THAT WE WORK TOGETHER TO
IMPLEMENT SOLUTIONS.”
DAN DYE
CEO Ardent Mills LLC, United States

buhlergroup.com
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“WE WILL STRENGTHEN OUR
ENGAGEMENT IN RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT AND INCREASE
OUR COLLABORATION WITH BÜHLER
IN ORDER TO FIND SOLUTIONS FOR
THE FUTURE.”

STEFAN PALZER

CARLOS VASTO
President of GF Casting Solutions, Switzerland

Speech

Nestlé CTO Stefan Palzer shared his insights on how
food companies can embrace the opportunities of
emerging consumer trends. New and exciting foods,
such as meat analogue products, emerge when producers listen to consumers. They expect the industry to produce food more sustainably. To do this, he
says, requires a lot of activism from different players,
and collaboration. Discover more about future food
trends in his speech.

Speech

PROF. TOM CROWTHER

Interview

One of the biggest threats to biodiversity is global warming.
Tom Crowther, Professor of Global Ecosystem Ecology at
the ETH Zurich and Founder of the Crowther Lab explains
the potential that reforesting the world has on reducing
carbon. In his speech and his interview you will learn how
everyone can make a difference.

“WITH OUR CURRENT STATE OF
TECHNOLOGY, BÜHLER’S SUSTAINABILITY GOALS ARE COMPLETELY
POSSIBLE. I THINK THAT BÜHLER CAN
ACHIEVE THEM WITH OUR SUPPORT.”
YELENA PISKUN
Head of Oat and Cereals, Lantmännen, Sweden

Speech

FRANCOIS PIENAAR

Interview

Francois Pienaar is the captain who led the South African rugby team to win the 1995 World Cup
− a momentous occasion for the team and especially the country. Nelson Mandela presented the
M_Z^Y:SOXKK\SXKWYWOX^^RK^_XS^ON^ROXK^SYX+]^RO XKV]ZOKUO\YP^RO8O^aY\USXQ.Kc]
he inspired everyone to grow, unite, and think beyond themselves. Relive his speech and listen
to the interview with this leader to learn more about the power of collaboration.
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Networking Days 2019 / FOCUS

DR. MICHAEL WU
As the Chief AI Strategist for PROS, Dr. Michael Wu is recognized as
YXOYP^ROaY\VNt]VOKNSXQK_^RY\S^SO]SXK\^S MSKVSX^OVVSQOXMOWKMRSXO
learning, and data science. He believes industries have the potential to
create a more sustainable world, and gain tangible business value from
this evolving technology. To learn more about leveraging AI-enabled
solutions, listen to his speech and the in-depth interview.

Speech

Interview

“I THINK BÜHLER’S GOALS ARE
POSSIBLE AND THAT WE AS AN
INDUSTRY ARE MORE THAN PREPARED
TO HELP WHEREVER WE CAN. WE
WANT TO FOCUS ON THESE GOALS:
LET’S DO IT TOGETHER!”
HARJIV S. SWANI
Director of Swani Spice Mills Pvt. Ltd., India

Speech

STEFAN SCHEIBER

“After all the inspiring talks, impressive discussions and
SX]SQR^]SX^YXOa^OMRXYVYQSO]3MKX]KcaS^RMYX NOXMO$
Yes, we can do more as an industry, a business, and as individuals. For me, there is no excuse for not acting immediately and to drive our numerous initiatives forward,” said
Bühler CEO Stefan Scheiber after the Networking Days
2019. “We as industry leaders have a particular responsibility because we are in a position to transform the many challenges into good, sustainable business possibilities. Let’s all
be part of the solution.”

Speech

Interview

ISABEL WIJSEN
Isabel Wijsen and her sister Melati founded Bye Bye Plastic
Bags in Bali when they were 10 and 12 years old. Six years later,
their organization has become a global movement to say goodLcO^YZVK]^SMLKQ]>YNKccY_MKX XN,cO,cO:VK]^SM,KQ]SX
about 50 locations around the world, run by young people.
Wijsen proves the impact that can be made when people work
together to drive change. In her speech and in the video interview, you can learn more about her journey and what you can
do to be part of the solution.

“THERE ARE SO MANY INDUSTRIES
REPRESENTED AT THE EVENT AND SO
MANY DIFFERENT COMPANIES WITH
DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES. IT IS VERY
INSPIRING TO HEAR ALL THE IDEAS AND
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE SOLUTIONS
THAT WE CAN JOINTLY DEVELOP.”
WILLIAM BONIFANT
Vice President Engineering at The Hershey Company, United States

buhlergroup.com
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PARTNERS
FOR GENERATIONS
TEXT: ANJA METZGER, PHOTOS: EHRIN MACKSEY AND THOMAS EUGSTER

The die-casting market is highly competitive, and yet
some relationships last through the ages, such as that
of Handtmann and Bühler. The two companies have
worked together for decades, always ﬁnding ways to
prevail despite the global competition. Its Carat machine
series, the expansion into China, and the number 500
all play an important role in this.
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Handtmann / CUSTOMER STORY

Markus Handtmann leads the company factory in Tianjin, China.
buhlergroup.com
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“DIE CASTING IS HERE TO
STAY, AS IT OFFERS A GOOD
COMBINATION OF STRENGTH,
LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN AND
VALUE FOR MONEY.”
THOMAS HANDTMANN
CEO of the Handtmann Group

The Handtmann Group has been counting on Bühler as its technology partner for decades.

BACK THEN, the world was a bit slower: There were
emperors and beer riots, and workers were paid in
gold coins. In 1873, almost 150 years ago, Christoph
Albert Handmann founded a mechanical workshop
and brass foundry in Biberach, southern Germany.
>RO \]^Z\YN_M^]]YVNLc2KXN^WKXXSXMV_NONLOO\
taps and faucets. Today, the company is positioned
SX^O\XK^SYXKVVcaS^R `OL_]SXO]]]OQWOX^]]_ZZVcSXQLSQXKWO]SX^ROK_^YWY^S`OSXN_]^\cKXNZ\Yducing entire plants for the food industry.
Sound familiar? The similarities with Bühler’s
history are uncanny: Both companies began in the
19th century as simple foundries, are still familyowned today, and are successful international industrial groups. Perhaps this is why Handtmann and
,ÍRVO\aY\U]YaOVV^YQO^RO\0Y\]O`O\KVNOMKNO]
Handtmann has relied on Bühler as a die-casting
technology supplier. “Bühler is a reliable partner
with which we collaborate closely. My grandfather
bought machines from Bühler, as did my father,”
says Markus Handtmann, General Manager of the
company’s plant in Tianjin, China. Handtmann generates 90 percent of its annual sales within the bu-
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siness area Light Metal Casting with die-casting
processes. Of the nearly 3,700 employees working
worldwide at Handtman, about 2,300 work in this
OVN>ROMYWZKXcZ\YN_MO]KZZ\YbSWK^OVc!
tons of aluminum and magnesium parts annually.
After casting, the parts are then processed in-house
LOPY\ONOVS`O\c^YM_]^YWO\]xWY]^YPaRSMRK\OSX
^ROK_^YWY^S`OSXN_]^\c
2KXN^WKXX ZVKX^] SX 1O\WKXc =VY`KUSK KXN
China feature nearly 100 die-casting machines, more
than 50 of which are from Bühler. One model stands
out in particular: the Carat. Handtmann opted for
^RS]WYNOVPY\^RO \]^^SWOSX!T_]^KP^O\^RO
series was launched. Its compact design in comparison with its predecessors and its easy use tipped the
scales in its direction.
Setting a standard
/`O\]SXMO^RS] \]^SX]^KVVK^SYX^RO-K\K^RK]MYXtinued its triumph at Handtmann, which now produces cast parts such as structural components,
battery and gear housings, and oil pans for cars on
41 Carat machines. The Carat has aided the company

Handtmann / CUSTOMER STORY

The 500th Carat die-casting machine has found its home in
the Handtmann factory in Tianjin, China.

“MY GRANDFATHER BOUGHT
MACHINES FROM BÜHLER,
AS DID MY FATHER.”

Iquatur aborrov iduciis qui unt
unt moloriore quuntur, cuptius.

MARKUS HANDTMANN
General Manager of the Handtmann plant in China

in reaching new standards, as it is easy to operate
the machine. In addition, the Carat allows for
changes to numerous machine parameters to imZ\Y`O ^RO [_KVS^c YP MK]^ ZK\^] KXN ^Y WKUO WY\O
MYWZVOb ZK\^] aS^R OXRKXMON Z\OMS]SYX >RS] SX
MV_NO] ]^\_M^_\KV MYWZYXOX^] x ^RSXaKVVON KXN
^RO\OPY\O VSQR^O\ ZK\^] x aRSMR RK`O ]OOX K WKTY\
upturn in recent years.
Compact high performance
At the time of its launch, the Carat was a small-scale
\O`YV_^SYX>RO^aYZVK^O-K\K^QOXO\K^O]S^]MVY]
ing force through four large hydraulic cylinders.
8Y^YQQVO]c]^OWS]XOONON]K`SXQKQ\OK^NOKVYP
SX]^KVVK^SYX]ZKMOKXNSWZ\Y`SXQMVY]SXQPY\MONS]^\SL_^SYX]SQXS MKX^Vcu>RS]WOKX]PY_XN\SO]MKXSX
stall a Carat with a higher closing force in the same
]ZKMO aRO\O K ]WKVVO\ WKMRSXO Z\O`SY_]Vc ]^YYNv
ObZVKSX]-R\S]^YZR2K\^WKXX+\OK=KVO]7KXKQO\

Iquatur aborrov iduciis qui unt
unt moloriore quuntur, cuptius.
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K^ ,ÍRVO\ KXN 2KXN^WKXXt] \]^ ZYSX^ YP MYX^KM^
+UOcKN`KX^KQOSX/_\YZOO]ZOMSKVVcaRO\O]ZKMO
S]K`KV_KLVOK]]O^AS^R^YNKct]Z\YN_M^SYXZ\O]]_\O
SX^ROK_^YWY^S`OSXN_]^\c2KXN^WKXXRK]KV]YRKN
^YWKUOKNT_]^WOX^]aRO\O`O\ZY]]SLVO^YYZ^SWSdO
ZVKX^ OP MSOXMc KXN aSX MYX^\KM^] + WKTY\ Y\NO\
from Volkswagen for the Chinese market in 2012
aK] ^RO NOMSNSXQ PKM^Y\ SX ObZKXNSXQ S^] L_]SXO]]
to China. Bühler came on board right from the start
as a partner in building the new Handtmann production site in Tianjin, an important industrial hub with
freight ports.
Down to the day
It was a rush order, so seamless project management
aK]ZS`Y^KV2KXN^WKXXYZ^ONPY\,ÍRVO\LK]ONYX
ZK]^ ObZO\SOXMO] YP S^] NOVS`O\c YX ]MRON_VO >RO
VYMKV,ÍRVO\^OKWSX-RSXKNOVS`O\ONKXNSX]^KVVON
^RO \]^NSOMK]^SXQMOVVYX^SWOSX0\YW^ROX
on, it was just like the series production of die-cast
ZK\^]$+]]YYXK]YXOMOVVaK] XS]RON,ÍRVO\]O^^RO
XOb^YXO_Zx ^SWO]^YNK^O
>RO \]^YP^RO^aYRKVV]SX^ROZVKX^S]P_VVKXN
the second one now houses three machines. HandtWKXXt] KMRSO`OWOX^] SX ^RO SXN_]^\SKV \OQSYX YP
>SKXTSXK\OSWZ\O]]S`O3^t]^RO \]^Z\YN_M^SYX]S^O
^ROMYWZKXcaK]KLVO^YL_SVN\SQR^YXKQ\OOX OVN
uAO]Ka^RS]K]KR_QOYZZY\^_XS^cAO\Y_XNON
_ZKVVY_\ObZO\^]KXNN\KP^ONaRK^cY_MY_VNMKVV
K LV_OZ\SX^ PY\ Y^RO\ VYMK^SYX]v ObZVKSX] 7K\U_]
Handtmann, who relocated to China as part of the
ObZKX]SYX KXN RK] WKXKQON ^RO VYMK^SYX ]SXMO
Machines are neatly lined up one after another to
^RO VOP^ KXN \SQR^ YP K aSNO KS]VO .KcVSQR^ YYN]
the hall. It is a stark contrast to the popular image of
PY_XN\SO] 8Y XYYU] KXN M\KXXSO] Y\ NK\UXO]] x
SX]^OKNS^S]L\SQR^KXN]^KXNK\NSdON>ROPKM^^RK^ 
machines all come from the same series reinforces
this impression.
3X -RSXK 2KXN^WKXX Z\YN_MO] ObMV_]S`OVc YX
Carat machines. Only one is slightly different: A specially designed machine door indicates that this
WKMRSXOS]X_WLO\x^RO^R-K\K^O`O\Z\YN_MONLc,ÍRVO\3PcY_t`OO`O\]^YYNLOPY\O]_MRK
large die-casting cell, you can imagine how many
^YX]YPWK^O\SKV,ÍRVO\W_]^RK`ONOVS`O\ON^YM_]tomers across the world in the last decade. “The
Carat is our most successful machine series to date,”
says Hartmann, accompanying the project on behalf
YP ,ÍRVO\ uAO aO\O ]Y ZVOK]ON ^RK^ Y_\ ^R
machine was installed at Handtmann.”
Keeping the die-casting cells uniform helps
2KXN^WKXX ]^KXNK\NSdO AS^R ^RO XOa .K^K@SOa
machine control, the company can program its proMO]]O][_SMUVc_]SXQ^RO^Y_MR]M\OOXKXNKNKZ^^RO
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“THOUGH THE AUTOMOTIVE
MARKET IS CURRENTLY SHOWING
SIGNS OF WEAKNESS, WE
BELIEVE THAT WE CAN SECURE
A STRONG MARKET POSITION
FOR OURSELVES.”
MARKUS HANDTMANN
General Manager of the Handtmann plant in China

_]O\SX^O\PKMO^Y^RO\O]ZOM^S`O_]O\>ROPY_XN\c
\OMOS`O] ]_ZZY\^ P\YW ,ÍRVO\ ]O\`SMO ^OMRXSMSKX]
P\YW^RO-RSXO]OMS^cYPA_bSu0Y\^_XK^OVc,ÍRVO\
SX-RSXKZ\Y`SNO]XY^T_]^WKMRSXO]L_^VYMKV]O\`SMOKXN]ZK\OZK\^]^YYv]Kc]7K\U_]2KXN^WKXX
After all, the company in Tianjin has big plans:
u>RY_QR^ROK_^YWY^S`OWK\UO^S]M_\\OX^Vc]RYaSXQ
]SQX]YPaOKUXO]]aOK\O`O\cYZ^SWS]^SMKXNLOVSO`O
that we can secure a strong market position for our]OV`O]vROObZVKSX]-RSXKaSVVLOKXSWZY\^KX^WK\ket for the future, not only because of the country’s
]SdOL_^LOMK_]OYPKQ\YaSXQNOWKXNPY\WYLSVS^c
One constant: innovation
2SQR[_KVS^c ]^\_M^_\KV MYWZYXOX^] SX ZK\^SM_VK\
K\O]OOSXQO`O\Q\OK^O\NOWKXNYX^RO-RSXO]OWK\ket. They are crucial to lightweight car design, which
plays right into Handtmann’s hands. After all,
these parts are the specialty of Carat machines.
Compared with other materials and processes,
_V^\KOP MSOX^ NSO MK]^SXQ ]^SVV RK] UOc KN`KX^KQO]
according to Thomas Handtmann, CEO of the
Handtmann Group: “Die casting is here to stay, as it
offers a good combination of strength, lightweight
NO]SQXKXN`KV_OPY\WYXOcv
7K\U_] 2KXN^WKXX S] XYa VVSXQ ^RO Y\NO\
books for the Chinese plant, with Bühler as an
SWZY\^KX^ ZK\^XO\ SX ^RO Z\YTOM^ uAO ZVKX ^Y
]^\OXQ^ROXMYVVKLY\K^SYXSX^ROXOK\^O\WSXKN`KXMSXQNSOMK]^SXQZ\YMO]]O]KXNSWZ\Y`SXQWKMRSXO]
especially,” he says.
Neither Handtmann nor Bühler plan to let the
long-standing family tradition fade away. On the
MYX^\K\cSXXY`K^SYX]KXN^ROMYX^SX_Y_]Z_]RSX^Y
XOaWK\UO^]PY\WK\OMSZOPY\]_MMO]]x^RO\OMSZO
that has enabled both companies to become so sucMO]]P_VY`O\YXOKXNKRKVPMOX^_\SO]

Handtmann / CUSTOMER STORY

Handtmann is making great strides in China with
its high-quality, lightweight structural parts.

“WE ARE SO PLEASED
THAT OUR 500TH
MACHINE WAS INSTALLED
AT HANDTMANN.”
CHRISTOPH HARTMANN
Area Sales Manager, Bühler

buhlergroup.com
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A POWERFUL

FORCE OF
NATURE
TEXT: BIANCA RICHLE

After Cyclone Idai destroyed three mills and the pasta
plant of Merec Industries in Beira, Mozambique, on
March 15, 2019, the company turned to Bühler with
little hope that the desperate situation could be salvaged
quickly. The customer was all the more surprised that
its systems were back up and running just 17 days later.
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Merec Industries / CUSTOMER STORY
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IN MARCH 2019, Cyclone Idai made its way over southern Africa, leaving a trail of destruction in its wake.
According to the World Meteorological Organization, it was one of the worst catastrophes caused by
weather ever to hit the southern hemisphere. The
city of Beira in Mozambique was struck especially
hard: over 240,000 people lost their homes, and over
600 their lives. Half of Mozambique’s harvest was
destroyed. Mhamud Charania, Founder and Board
Member, and Luis Aveleira, Executive Board Advisor, of Merec Industries, have four manufacturing
sites in Mozambique, one of which is located in
Beira. At the time of the storm, they were fortunately
at one of the other sites. “As we heard that our site
had been affected by the cyclone, we wanted to head
over to the location right away to assess the situation
ourselves,” says Aveleira.
No simple task. The city of Beira was cut off from
^RO\O]^YP^ROaY\VNx]^\OO^] YYNONXYZYaO\XY
clean drinking water. Still, Aveleira and Charania
WKXKQON^Y]OM_\OK SQR^T_]^^R\OONKc]KP^O\^RO
storm. “The situation at the airport was surreal. They

The steel grain silos not only had
to be repaired, but also cleared of
water and cleaned.
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were unable to issue tickets as the power was out. It
aK]XO`O\\OQS]^O\ON^RK^aOaO\OO`OXYX^RO SQR^v
says Charania.
Tremendous damage
9XMOYX]S^O^RO^aYMYX \WON^RONO`K]^K^SXQ]MKVO
of the destruction: two wheat mills and one maize
mill were heavily damaged, the roofs totally
NO]^\YcON KXN K ZK]^K ZVKX^ aK] \YY O]] KXN
drenched with water. Five steel grain silos were
damaged and the other silos had to be patched,
_]RONKXNMVOKXONK]^ROcaO\OMYX^KWSXK^ONaS^R
water from the storm. “It’s a miracle that none of our
employees were hurt,” says Charania. They kept in
touch with their families using a satellite telephone.
Due to the clouds and the persistent rain, it was difM_V^^YO]^KLVS]RKMYXXOM^SYXuAOYXVcRKNKPOa
seconds to let them know we were alive,” says
Aveleira. They then contacted various suppliers, asking for help. Harry Blöchlinger, Head of the Southern Africa Region at Bühler, vividly remembers that
call on Sunday. “I knew right away: We had to help!
Quickly, and without red tape.”
Martin Hoberg, Sales Manager Customer Service
K^,ÍRVO\ OaP\YW4YRKXXO]L_\Q^Y,OS\K^RO`O\c
XOb^NKcK\WONaS^RK^YY^RL\_]R K]RVSQR^KXN
mosquito repellent. “At the drop of a hat, I took a
TY_\XOc SX^Y ^RO _XUXYaXv ]Kc] 2YLO\Q +^ ^RK^
time, there was no information at all about the situation on site. “Surprisingly, it was eerily quiet. The
people in Beira began to clean up, rebuild what
the storm had destroyed and were searching for
missing relatives and friends. Children were playing
in the streets, which had transformed into small rivers. But the devastation had left its mark on absolutely everyone.”
In action, day and night
After taking an initial inventory, Hoberg brought
additional technicians and engineers from Bühler
South Africa to Beira to get production up and running as quickly as possible. “I think we only left one
single person back in South Africa; the rest of our
entire team was sent to Mozambique. Even employOO] P\YW Z\YN_M^SYX TYSXON _] ^Y ZS^MR SXv ]Kc]
Blöchlinger. The team worked day and night.
“There was water everywhere, and getting rid of
S^]OOWONSWZY]]SLVO-YWSXQY_^YPO`O\cZSZO YY\
stair,” Hoberg explains. “The scent of rotting wheat
in the water is something I am unable to describe.
.OKN YK^SXQ\K^]]ZS^^SXQMYL\K]WY][_S^YO]KXN
extremely dangerous working conditions didn’t stop
KXcYP_]P\YWMK\\cSXQY_^^RO \]^MVOKX_Zv
Even today, the customer is still extremely grateful for the courageous support. “It’s unbelievable
what the team managed!” says Aveleira. “After the
storm, it rained non-stop for a week. This quick

Merec Industries / CUSTOMER STORY

“A RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN COMPANIES
IS ABOUT MORE THAN
JUST BUSINESS.”
LUIS AVELEIRA
Executive Board Advisor of Merec Industries

Mahmud Charania, Founder and Board Member, and Luis Aveleira, Executive Board Advisor of Merec Industries,
are extremely grateful for Bühler’s rapid and uncomplicated support.

repair was the only thing preventing more damage
to the plant.” Aveleira and Charania were also surprised by the speedy progress. “We thought the work
aY_VN LO NOVKcON YaSXQ ^Y ^RO NSP M_V^ MS\M_Wstances,” says Aveleira. “There was only food from
cans, all the employees had to sleep in one room, and
illnesses such as cholera were spreading. We really
give Bühler credit for never abandoning us. The
work and demeanor of the Bühler helpers was
always extremely professional. Not once did anyone
complain about the conditions.”
The Bühler staff have astonishingly positive
memories of their time in Beira. “Even though they
didn’t have enough themselves, the employees
from Merec Industries supplied us with food every
day and made sure our beds were reasonably dry.
We were in very good hands,” says Hoberg. “The
commitment and dedication from the Merec team
at Beira was overwhelming. Their support, and our
know-how, together produced the outstanding performance of this plant rehabilitation process.”
The legacy: profound trust
+P^O\T_]^!NKc]^RO \]^aROK^WSVVaK]\_XXSXQ
again. After about a month, all the mill equipment
was in working order. The pasta plant took a little
VYXQO\L_^aS^RT_]^Y`O\^aYWYX^R]KP^O\^ROSXMSdent all plants were running again at full capacity.
Today, six months later, Merec Industries is shining
like new – even the colors are new in the corporate

design. “We are unbelievably grateful. This was a
huge achievement on the part of Bühler. Especially
considering that we have equipment from other suppliers that still isn’t running today,” says Aveleira.
“Too dangerous, those suppliers say. We aren’t sending anyone to Mozambique right now.”
This close collaboration has yielded close friendships based on deep trust, which both sides truly
appreciate. “They didn’t say ‘here’s your bill’ ¬ they
simply sent people and we settled the matter later
on,” Aveleira explains. “The catastrophe made clear
that a relationship between companies is about more
^RKXT_]^L_]SXO]]xSXKM\S^SMKV]S^_K^SYXS^t]P\SOXNship that matters.”

INFO
Merec Industries is the largest food
manufacturer in Mozambique. Founded in
1998, it currently produces corn meal and
wheat ﬂour, pasta, biscuits, and animal feed
in a total of 13 plants in four different sites
spread across Mozambique. The company’s
industrial units boast the highest standards of
premium equipment and qualiﬁed personnel.
It exports around 10 percent of its products
to countries such as Zimbabwe, Malawi,
Zambia, and South Africa.

buhlergroup.com
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MAGICAL
GLASS
TEXT: BURKHARD BÖNDEL / PHOTOS: RALPH RICHTER AND TRAVIS JOHANSEN
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Saint-Gobain SageGlass / CUSTOMER STORY

Bühler’s new CUBIC innovation campus is equipped with
the latest glass technology. The dynamic transparency of
the façade allows for a new level of openness and wellbeing – a positive stimulus for this venue of collaboration. The technology partner Saint-Gobain SageGlass is
not only the leader and the supplier of such revolutionary
windows, but also Bühler’s customer.

WHEN THE BÜHLER CUBIC innovation campus was
MYXMOS`ON,ÍRVO\t]-RSOP>OMRXYVYQc9P MO\->9
Ian Roberts had a clear vision: “The building should
be designed in a very cool way so that it becomes
an icon for innovation,” he said. More important,
however, than the architectural aspect of the building was what would be happening inside: collaboration across internal and external borders to innovate
for a better world.
“The building is only the tool,” Roberts explains.
“With this in mind, we had been looking for new
technologies that allow for a new kind of transparency and openness.” Roberts and his team did not
have to conduct a lengthy search when it came to
the glazing of the windows at the CUBIC. “From the
very beginning it was clear that we would use the
electrochromic glass from Saint-Gobain SageGlass
for the façade,” the CTO explains. SageGlass, a SaintGobain company, is a Bühler customer that uses
Leybold Optics large-area coaters to manufacture
this magical glass.
Magical? Yes, indeed. SageGlass is like the squaring of the circle. It is transparent, but controls glare;
it is coated, but it’s possible to adjust its tint; it insulates only when required; it may cost a little more,
L_^S^S]Ob^\OWOVcOP MSOX^^Y_]O>RS]S]_XS[_O>Y
make the distinction clear, CEO Alan McLenaghan
says: “SageGlass is not just another type of glass. If
people think of it that way they are not being imagiXK^S`OOXY_QR3^t]KVVKLY_^^RONcXKWSMLOXO ^]S^
brings to the people who are occupying the space.”
Nanometer-thin coatings breathe intelligence into the amorphous, transparent body of glass: equipped with sensors and software, the glazing adjusts
its tint depending on the solar radiation and light,
allowing an unrestricted view to the outdoors at all
times and under any conditions. It automatically
controls daylight, glare, and energy entering the
buhlergroup.com
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“SAGEGLASS IS NOT JUST GLASS.
IF PEOPLE THINK OF IT AS JUST A
NEW TYPE OF GLAZING THEY ARE
NOT BEING IMAGINATIVE ENOUGH.”
ALAN MCLENAGHAN
CEO of Saint-Gobain SageGlass

building – and it allows manual adjustment if the
occupant wants to override the building management system. With the advent of SageGlass, curtains,
roller shades, and blinds have become the glare protection of the Stone Age. “Using this as a basis, architects have the opportunity to use glass in ways and
applications they previously could never have imagined,” explains McLenaghan.
SageGlass allows architects and designers to create buildings that optimize the use of natural daylight while providing unobstructed views of nature
and the world outside. “This is exactly what makes
the experience inside the CUBIC so amazing,” says
Roberts. Standing in the center of the building, one
has unobstructed views in all directions, even in the
morning or evening when the sun is shining directly
onto the façade. “This permeability itself creates an
atmosphere which works as a stimulus to the open
and collaborative culture we want to spark and foster
in the CUBIC,” says Roberts.
This does not come as a surprise. For thousands
of years, our forefathers lived mainly in the great
outdoors. Still wild creatures from a genetic point of
view, modern urbanites also need sunlight for their
ROKV^RKXNaOVVLOSXQ0Y\YP MOL_SVNSXQ]^RO\OS]
KWZVO O`SNOXMO ^RK^ ]_P MSOX^ NKcVSQR^ L\SXQ] SW
proved satisfaction in the workplace, reduces stress
and absenteeism, improves the quality of sleep and
overall well-being, and increases productivity. In
hospitals, it has been observed that patients in rooms
with a view and optimized daylight require less painrelieving medication, and their recovery is accelerated. For schools, it’s proven that daylight and views
to the outside promote concentration, cognitive
function, and attention in students, resulting in increased retention and improved test scores.
>RO OX`S\YXWOX^ KV]Y LOXO ^] P\YW ^RO SX^OVVSgent glass. Up to 35 percent less energy is required
to heat and cool buildings regulated by SageGlass.
>RS]KV]YRK]K-9LOXO ^YP_Z^YZO\MOX^9ZO\ationally, SageGlass replaces the need for blinds or
other solar shading devices, resulting in an annual
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cost and environmental savings that is created by
eliminating maintenance and the replacement of traditional materials. As a result, the value of the real
estate and the rental income increases.
Despite the higher initial investment of up to
1 percent of total construction costs, SageGlass calculates a return on investment of less than 10 years,
based on energy savings alone. If other factors are
considered, such as the glare protection that is no
longer required, and the enhanced performance and
well-being of the occupants, the return is realized
even more quickly. “Our products are not a panacea for all problems, but they certainly enhance proN_M^S`S^caOVVLOSXQMYQXS^S`OMKZKLSVS^cKXNOP ciency,” says McLenaghan.
A dynamic approach
The basic principles of electrochromic coating have
been known since the early 1960s. It consists of molecules or atoms that can change their optical proper^SO]aS^RK YaYPOVOM^\SMS^c3X^ROMK]OYPNcXKWSM
glass, this involves lithium ions and electrons. Applying voltage of only 5 volts creates a low current, moving lithium atoms from one layer to another, creating
a darkening effect. The actual art here, originating
from this chemical and physical principle, is to man-

Saint-Gobain SageGlass / CUSTOMER STORY

Saint-Gobain SageGlass systems coat more than 1,500 square meters of glass in one day.

ufacture large high-quality products on an industrial
]MKVO ^Y VYYU ^RO ]KWO P_XM^SYX KaVO]]Vc PY\ 
years or more, and to work together like a fully synchronized water ballet. With more than 500 patents
granted over the past 20 years, Saint-Gobain SageGlass has taken this art to new heights – and Bühler
RK]LOOXK]SQXS MKX^^OMRXYVYQcZK\^XO\SX^RS]
In 1989, John Van Dine founded the company in
Valley Cottage, New York. Technology and processes
aO\O NO`OVYZON ^Y WK\UO^ \OKNSXO]] KXN ^RO \]^
product was launched – the starting point for rapid
growth. The average rate of growth has been more
than 50 percent per year; SageGlass is now installed
in buildings in 30 countries. After a period of close
partnership with Saint-Gobain, the global market
leader for construction materials took over the company in 2012, complementing its own electrochromic
technology with that of SageGlass. SageGlass is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Saint-Gobain.
In 2010, a close partnership was formed between
SageGlass and Bühler. “SageGlass and Bühler had a
symbiotic relationship from the beginning,” says
McLenaghan. The expansion required a new factory,
which SageGlass built in Minnesota – and with it
XOaMYK^O\]u>RO \]^MYK^O\]_]ONSXY_\ObZKX]SYX
were Bühler coaters,” said McLenaghan. We selected

Bühler because of its technical advancement, the
innovation that it brings, the similar culture of the
companies, and Bühler’s willingness to work with us
on design changes we needed in the coater.”
A growing demand
The stringent requirements could not be met with a
standard system. In order to achieve the desired
characteristics, a vertical arrangement of the machines was needed instead of the usual horizontal
layout. Another criterion was easier access to the key
components of the machine to make maintenance
and cleaning easier. The specially developed behemoth of a machine, with dimensions of 75 x 15 meters,
met the demands with the highest reliability.
It coats more than 1,500 square meters of glass per
day with precision of just a few atomic layers – typically up to six coats were applied for this. Temperature curves, vacuum, material deposits on the
glass: All of this was controlled perfectly by the
GLC 1850 V Large Area Coater from Bühler Leybold
Optics. Although the factory and coater are still relatively new, it is already foreseeable that they will
reach their limits. “We are already considering a new
production location, which would undoubtedly be
somewhere outside of the US,” says McLenaghan.
buhlergroup.com
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Salmeen Al Ameri, CEO of the UAE division of Al Dahra,
is proud to contribute to the country’s food security.
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FOOD
SECURITY
IN THE UAE

TEXT: CARMEN PÜNTENER
Ü
/ PHOTOS: BECHARA EL KHOURY

Rapid population growth in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) has presented
the region with a major challenge. How can it ensure enough food for
nearly 9.8 million people in a country that is two-thirds covered by
desert? A national food security strategy introduced in 2018 has
already inspired numerous initiatives to enhance sustainable food production. One of them is Al Dahra, a modern rice milling, packing, and
distribution plant in the Khalifa Industrial Zone Abu Dhabi.

buhlergroup.com
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The Al Dahra plant in the UAE stores, processes, and packages rice into bags ranging from 1 kg to 50 kg. This ﬂexibility enables it to meet a wide range of customer needs.

SUPERLATIVES are strung together and compete for
attention: The tallest building in the world, the
Burj Khalifa skyscraper; the largest airport in the
world 40 kilometers outside of Dubai and currently
still under construction; the largest manmade harbor, Jebel Ali, with 67 anchoring berths.
The economic boom that has been in full force for
decades has transformed the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) into one of the most important commercial
hubs in the Middle East. The allure of shopping in
Dubai draws more and more tourists to it. With more
than 15.7 million visitors a year, the UAE is 23rd on
the list of most-visited countries in the world.
Business and tourism requires employees. In just
10 years, the population has doubled. Currently,
there are nearly 9.8 million residents, of which
nearly 8 million are expats who live and work there.

Dependent on imports
The dramatic population increase has presented the
country with some major challenges. Water must be
taken from the ocean and painstakingly desalinized
and treated. This is because the Emirates are almost
entirely covered by the Rub al-Khali desert. With
merely 12 rainy days per year and daily high temperatures that regularly reach over 40° Celcius, the
Arabic peninsula is one of the most hostile regions
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to inhabit on this planet. Agricultural products are
rare and are limited to small quantities of citrus
fruits, dates, vegetables, and the cattle industry. In
these conditions, sustainable nutrition for its growing population seems to be an impossibility. “As a
country, we are dependent on imports for food to a
great extent. Both food as well as animal feed is currently imported at a rate of 80 percent,” explains
Salmeen Al Ameri, CEO of the UAE division of Al
Dahra. His country is always reaching its limits:
“The global food trade is highly volatile and exposed
^YaSNO _M^_K^SYX]vRO]Kc]
The population explosion has made its contribution to this in recent years. As stated by the Foreign
Agricultural Service in the United States (Grain
Report 10/2017), food consumption increased every
year in the last decade by 12 percent. The government of the UAE has already responded to this additional challenge.
In November 2018, they launched the National
Food Security Strategy 2051 in order to become as
independent as possible with regard to food supply.
The driving forces behind this initiative are the need
PY\NS`O\]S MK^SYXYPSWZY\^]ObZVY\SXQXOaYZZY\tunities for local production, and minimizing food
waste. The plan includes establishing free agricultural zones abroad where private companies from

Al Dahra / CUSTOMER STORY

“EACH OF OUR 40 SILOS
CAN STORE 750 TONS OF RAW
OR BROWN RICE. IN SO DOING,
WE CAN MAKE A SIGNIFICANT
CONTRIBUTION TO FOOD
SECURITY IN OUR COUNTRY.”
SALMEEN AL AMERI
CEO of the UAE division of Al Dahra

the Emirates can cultivate agricultural products and
sell some of them locally while the balance gets
exported to the UAE. The city of Dubai has also
announced it will erect twelve new vertical farms.
The country wants to become a pioneer in this area.
Rice on almost every plate
In the Emirates, practically nothing is served without rice. Residents, both natives and newcomers,
consume an average of about 80 kilograms of rice
a year, which corresponds to 220 grams per day.
>RS]S]]SQXS MKX^VcRSQRO\^RKX^ROQVYLKVK`O\KQO
of 54 kilograms per year.
Considering the consumption rates, the country
would like to be less dependent on rice imports as
well. Al Dahra, one of the most important food producers in the country, therefore set the goal a few
years ago of processing paddy rice in its own facSVS^SO]KXN]^Y\SXQS^VYMKVVcSXY\NO\^YRK`O]_P MSOX^
reserves right on site. “Rice is quite simply a staple
for us. It’s a giant market. And as a transit country
we are continuing to grow in importance. This
means our rice is also re-exported to the surrounding countries,” Al Ameri says.
In 2013, the signal was given to start construction
of the largest rice processing plant in the Gulf region.
“It would make little sense if we tried to put a rice

Al Dahra UAE is able to supply rice to both local and international
customers because of the large size of its facility.

VIDEO
To learn more about the state of the art Al Dahra
facility, its high food safety standards, and the
Bühler UltraLine, please watch the video.

buhlergroup.com
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plantation in the desert. About 2,500 liters of water
are needed to produce one kilogram of rice (source:
The Guardian Data Blog),” Al Ameri says. “The processing, however, is a whole separate activity. Each
of our 40 silos can store 750 tons of raw or brown
\SMO3X]YNYSXQaOMKXWKUOK]SQXS MKX^MYX^\S
bution to food security in our country.”
Highest quality and food safety
The new rice mill is in the Khalifa Industrial Zone
of Abu Dhabi (KIZAD), in the vicinity of Khalifa
Port, the commercial port of Abu Dhabi. With an
overall capacity of 120,000 tons of rice, it is a high-

“OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH
BÜHLER WILL CONTINUE
FOR MANY YEARS. WE WILL
CONTINUE TO IMPROVE THIS
SYSTEM, EXPAND IT WITH
THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES,
AND HOPEFULLY ALSO SCALE
UP OUR PRODUCTION.”
SALMEEN AL AMERI
CEO of the UAE division of Al Dahra
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performance production facility. The focus is on
processing basmati rice from India and Pakistan
where Al Dahra has also made investments in rice
mills. This type of rice is known for an especially
VYXQ Q\KSX !  " WW KXN K NS]^SXM^S`O K`Y\
,K]WK^S\SMOS]NSP M_V^^YZ\YMO]]LOMK_]O^ROK\Ymatic grains are very thin and fragile. This means the
special care is called for in its processing.
The state of the art Al Dahra rice mill covers the
entire production process: from intake to cleaning,
sorting, drying, bleaching, optical sorting, as well as
packaging and storing. The polishing level and the
optical sorting are especially important for maximum quality in the end product. With the UltraLine
from Bühler, Al Dahra relies on the highest quality
and maximum food safety which is validated through
the in-house laboratory set up in the plant.
“Originally, we wanted to build a logistics hub for
cargo handling, but then we decided to further
invest in processing the rice ourselves and bringing
the expertise directly to the UAE as part of building
local competences and capabilities,” explains Al
+WO\S u0\YW ^RO `O\c \]^ SNOK YX ZKZO\ ^Y ^RS]
RSQRVcWYNO\XL_SVNSXQS^^YYUKWO\O `OcOK\]v
+V.KR\KSWZY\^] `O^Y]Sb^cZO]YPLK]WK^S\SMO
from different countries. The processing capacity of
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the new system is 18 tons per hour. Some of the
ready-to-consume rice is sold in the market, and
there is room to store a total of 50,000 metric tons.
Processed basmati rice can last for decades if it is
stored properly.
Strategic food reserves
Almost every country sets aside food as strategic
food reserves. They are especially important to the
UAE, because the country has few of its own food
resources. “With regard to the storing of rice that is
ready for consumption, we are working very closely
with the Government in Abu Dhabi,” explains Al
+WO\Su9_\aK\ORY_]OS]ZK\^YP^ROYP MSKVOWO\gency stockpile.”
The system at the KIZAD-based facility has lived
up to the promise shown on the drawing table.
uAO RKN ^Y VOK\X K VY^ SX ^RO \]^ cOK\ KXN WKUO
some adjustments. Today, we can proudly say that
we offer the best equipment and expertise,” explains
Al Ameri with obvious pride. For Al Dahra, it is
clear that this is just the beginning. “Our relationship with Bühler will continue for many years. We
will continue to improve this system, expand it with
the latest technologies, and hopefully also scale up
our production.”

Al Dahra wants to scale up their production in the future, and
continue to work with Bühler.

INFO
Al Dahra is a multinational leader in agribusiness, specializing in the cultivation,
production and trading of essential food
commodities and animal feed. Serving a
large customer base spanning government
and commercial sectors, Al Dahra has a
widespread geographic footprint. It has a
workforce of 5,000 employees, operating in
over 20 countries and catering to more than
45 markets, with a leading position in Asia
and the Middle East. The rice factory in the
UAE has the capacity to produce 60,000
metric tons of rice annually with a total trading capacity of 100,000 tons.
Production is scalable up to 120,000 tons
a year in subsequent phases of operational
expansion. Al Dahra has partnered with the
UAE government to support the nation’s food
security vision aimed at preserving national
water resources and ensuring self sufficiency
and sustainability of key commodities. The
new plant will further help secure a strategic
stock reserve for food security with a storage
capacity up to 50,000 metric tons.
Food safety is validated in the in-house laboratory.

buhlergroup.com
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OPENNESS AND
CURIOSITY
TEXT: BURKHARD BÖNDEL, PHOTO: JUDITH AFFOLTER

Under the banner of Industry 4.0, the next wave of digitalization has begun in Bühler’s factories. It integrates production
planning across sites and suppliers, does away with paper
in production halls, and brings a higher level of automation
with things such as robot assistance, all of which ultimately
increase efficiency, ﬂexibility, and planning security.
WHOEVER GOES TO ^ROK]]OWLVcRKVVPY\^RO `O\YVV
mill for chocolate production at the Bühler Uzwil,
=aS^dO\VKXN ]S^O aSVV KV]Y XN KX K\OK YP KLY_^
][_K\OWO^O\]aRSMRNYO]Xt^]OOW^Y[_S^O ^
into the existing assembly area. The Digital Learn
SXQ-OX^O\S]KZVKMOPY\NS]MY`O\c^\cSXQY_^KXN
testing, rather than about manufacturing according
to today’s production processes. “This is our ‘future
lab’ for production,” says Holger Feldhege, Chief
9ZO\K^SXQ9P MO\-997KX_PKM^_\SXQ6YQS]^SM]
KXN=_ZZVc-RKSX76=K^,ÍRVO\
2O\OSX^RONS]MY`O\cdYXOObZO\^]NS]M_]]KXN
NO`OVYZSNOK]7OKXaRSVOSX^ROZ\Y^Y^cZSXQdYXO
MYXMOZ^]KXN]ZOMS M^O]^WYNOV]K\OM\OK^ON]_MR
K]]OVPN\S`SXQ`ORSMVO]aRSVOZ\KM^SMKV]_S^KLSVS^cS]
determined in the testing zone. Only a few ideas
make it to actual production. And as different as the
SXNS`SN_KVMYWZYXOX^]WSQR^LO^ROcKVVRK`OYXO
buhlergroup.com
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“THIS IS OUR
‘FUTURE LAB’
FOR PRODUCTION.”
HOLGER FELDHEGE
Chief Operating Officer, Manufacturing, Logistics and
Supply Chain at Bühler

thing in common: digitalization. “Digital Transfor
WK^SYXSX76=vS]^ROXKWOYP^RO]^\K^OQSMSXS^SK^S`O
Bühler is using to usher in the digital age in produc
tion, logistics, and supply chain for the coming years,
KXNaS^R^RK^WKXcLOXO ^]PY\M_]^YWO\]]_ZZVS
ers and the group itself. In the technical jargon used
by production people, it’s called Industry 4.0.

Vision of a cobot, a robot that will provide tools or parts to an employee.

WKX_KV OPPY\^ ^Y SXMV_NO ]_ZZVSO\] 9P^OX ZVKX
ning and controlling is done on paper, using Excel
^KLVO] KXN =+: KZZVSMK^SYX] u>Y XN Y_^ PY\
SX]^KXMORYaWKXcZ\YN_M^S`ORY_\]K\OZVKXXON
for the coming months at the sites, the factory man
KQO\]RK`O^YOX^O\^ROSXPY\WK^SYXSX^YKX/bMOV VO
Continuous systematic assistance, not to mention a
\OKV^SWO NK]RLYK\N ]^SVV NYO] XY^ ObS]^ ^YNKcv
explains Feldhege.
8Y^ cO^ 2YaO`O\ aS^R 3XN_]^\c  KXN ^R_]
aS^R`O\^SMKVKXNRY\SdYX^KVXO^aY\USXQOX^S\O]c]
^OW] KXN KNNON `KV_O MRKSX] MYWO SX^Y `SOa 3^
aK]KVaKc]KLY_^YZ^SWSdSXQSXNS`SN_KVMYWZYXOX^]
and processes at all stages of the industry history:
a machine, a manufacturing line, or a plant. Now,
S^t] KLY_^ ^RO Y`O\KVV OX^S^c 3XN_]^\c  WKUO]
MYVVOM^ON\OKV^SWONK^K^\KX]ZK\OX^KXNK]K\O]_V^
WKX_PKM^_\SXQWKXKQOKLVOK^KXOX^S\OVcXOaVO`OV
>RS] RK] LY^R WONS_W KXN VYXQ^O\W OPPOM^] PY\
SXM\OK]ONOP MSOXMc

Universal networking and integration
Industry 1.0 brought steam and hydropower as well
as mechanization. 2.0 was the beginning of the
assembly line and standardization. 3.0 is microchip
KXNK_^YWK^SYX3XN_]^\cS]_XS`O\]KVXO^aY\U
ing and integration, which goes in two directions, as
2YVQO\ 0OVNROQO ObZVKSX]$ u>RO\O S] ^RO `O\^SMKV Managing complexity
SX^OQ\K^SYX KM\Y]] KVV RSO\K\MRSMKV VO`OV] aS^RSX K The Herculean task hiding behind this simple key
company, and there is the horizontal integration aY\N MKX LO \O`OKVON aS^R K VYYU K^ ^RO MYWZVOb
across company borders and beyond, which includes ity of production at Bühler. One component – a
supplier networks and customers.”
roller mill, say – SX^O\XKVVc ^\SQQO\] KX K`O\KQO YP
>YNKcL\OKU]SX^RO]c]^OWZ\O`OX^MYX^SX_Y_] 100 manufacturing orders with 300 processes and
transparency and controllability. Order intake, SXNS`SN_KVaY\U]^OZ]9XOZ\YTOM^MYX]S]^]YP
which is initiated by sales, is not entirely systemati KXK`O\KQOYPKLY_^MYWZYXOX^]YPaRSMRK\O
cally linked with production planning. Production WKNOSXRY_]O,ÍRVO\Z\YMO]]O]KLY_^Z\YT
orders are not automatically broken down into ects annually, which results in about 45 million work
work steps. The factories are not systematically net steps that are intertwined and dependent on one
worked among each other, and it still takes a lot of another, like a giant cog wheel. “When we succeed
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in controlling these machines more consistently and
aS^RKLO^^O\`SOa^Y_ZMYWSXQaY\UVYKN]N_O^Y
market demand, as well as in terms of our order
SX`OX^Y\c aO aSVV LO WY\O OP MSOX^ ObSLVO KXN
reliable,” says Feldhege. Customer orders would
YaNS\OM^VcSX^YWKX_PKM^_\SXQZVKXXSXQaRSVO^RO
system would make initial suggestions for execution.
Internal production orders can be shifted from one
factory to another using ‘drag and drop’ in order to
YZ^SWKVVcObZVYS^MKZKMS^c:KZO\VO]]_XS`O\]KVZVKX
ning and controlling would be faster and there
would be fewer mistakes. In addition, the high trans
parency would allow us to identify and learn from
systematic sources of error. “With Industry 4.0, we
transform a production operation into a network
orchestrator and decouple our growth from our
bONZ\YN_M^SYX]c]^OW]]_MRK]WKMRSXO]c]^OW]
and buildings,” according to Feldhege.
3^S]YL`SY_]^RK^3XN_]^\cS]XY^YXO]SdO ^]
all. Which is why the digital transformation is one of
^RO MOX^\KV ]^\K^OQSM SXS^SK^S`O] K^ ,ÍRVO\ KXN S]
LOSXQN\S`OXPY\aK\NLc+W\S^5RKXXK1VYLKV2OKN
.SQS^KV =_ZZVc -RKSX 7KXKQOWOX^ u.SQS^KV ]YV_
^SYX]aRSMRK\O`KVSNPY\^ROK_^YWY^S`OSXN_]^\cNY
not necessarily meet the challenges at Bühler. We
XOON^YRK`OO`O\c]SXQVO]^OZSX^Y^RONSQS^KVaY\VN
aligned with our own needs and include our employ
OO]SXNSQS^KVSdK^SYXK]aOVV>RK^t]aRcaORK`O^RO
.SQS^KV6OK\XSXQ-OX^O\v]Kc]5RKXXK=+:RK]Z\O
NO XON ^RO NS\OM^SYX KV\OKNc >RO ObS]^SXQ =+:
XKXMO KXN M_]^YWO\ KMMY_X^ ]c]^OW S] LOSXQ

expanded to become a digital core of manufacturing
with the following applications: “Integrated Busi
ness Planning” for integrating sales, procurement
KXNZ\YN_M^SYXZVKXXSXQ=9:KXNu7KX_PKM^_\
SXQ/bOM_^SYXvPY\ZKZO\VO]]KXN_XS`O\]KVYZO\K^SYX
control.
3XY\NO\^YQO^^RS]WOQKZ\YTOM^_XNO\MYX^\YVS^
RK] LOOX ]^\_M^_\ON SX^Y WKXc ZKMUKQO] YP ]_L
QYKV]u>ROu.SQS^KV0KM^Y\c7KXKQOWOX^vZKMUKQO
SXMV_NO]L_SVNSXQNK]RLYK\N]^RK^KVVYaXK`SQK^SXQ
P\YW KX Y`O\`SOa ^Y SXNS`SN_KV aY\U ]^K^SYX] SX
the factory. In the “Paperless Operation” package,
Q\KZRSMSX^O\PKMO]^RK^MKXLOSX^_S^S`OVc_]ONXOON
^YLONO`OVYZONaRSVO^ROu;_KVS^c-YX^\YVvZKMU
KQOOX`S]SYX]SX^OQ\K^SYXaS^R^ROObS]^SXQ[_KVS^c
control management system.

“INDUSTRY 4.0 IS A PROCESS THAT HAPPENS
OVER MULTIPLE YEARS:
ITS AN EVOLUTION, NOT
A REVOLUTION.”
HOLGER FELDHEGE
COO, Manufacturing, Logistics and Supply Chain at Bühler

Vision of collaboration: employees from
engineering and manufacturing are working
together on one common data basis.

buhlergroup.com
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“WE NEED TO HAVE EVERY SINGLE
STEP INTO THE DIGITAL WORLD
ALIGNED WITH OUR OWN NEEDS
AND INCLUDE OUR EMPLOYEES.”
AMRIT KHANNA
Global Head Digital Supply Chain Management at Bühler

Include the employees
An essential aspect of the Digital Transformation is
u-RKXQO7KXKQOWOX^vK]aOVVK]^\KSXSXQKXNON_
cating employees. “Industry 4.0 does not imply that
we here at Bühler will need fewer employees in the
P_^_\Ov]Kc]0OVNROQO3X]^OKNYPOX`S]KQSXQPOaO\
ZOYZVORO Q_\O]^RK^XOa]USVV]KXNLORK`SY\]aSVV
need to be learned.
The Industry 4.0 technologies that Bühler is
NO`OVYZSXQKXNSWZVOWOX^SXQK\OK]]S]^SXQOWZVYc
OO]$K\^S MSKVSX^OVVSQOXMOKZZVSMK^SYX]^RK^MKXWKUO
planning suggestions to help optimally manage com
plex manufacturing system; robots that assist in
welding or bring components to the assembly work
]^K^SYX% WYLSVO NO`SMO] ^RK^ \OZVKMO MYX`OX^SYXKV
paperwork in order processing and quality control.
“Such digital applications are on the rise. We will
educate and train our employees correspondingly
and to do this, I am hoping for curiosity and open
ness,” says the Bühler production manager.
Step by step, Industry 4.0 is coming into play with
some initial applications at Bühler. For instance, at
Bühler Zamberg, in the Czech Republic, and in
Uzwil, Switzerland, welding robots are being used
which are taught by the employees to autonomously
ZO\PY\W\OZO^S^S`OaOVNSXQ^K]U]3X-RSXK,ÍRVO\
Wuxi is using a smart testing method to ensure that
\YVV] K\O SX]^KVVON O\\Y\P\OO KXN ^Y ]^Y\O MY\\O
sponding data electronically.
In the Swiss town of Appenzell, metal processing
RK] LOOX L\Y_QR^ _Z ^Y ^RO VK^O]^ ]^K^OYP^ROK\^
with the goal of lowering throughput times by 20
ZO\MOX^KXNMY]^]LcZO\MOX^u3XN_]^\cS]KZ\Y
MO]]^RK^RKZZOX]Y`O\W_V^SZVOcOK\]KXNS]WY\OKX
O`YV_^SYX^RKXK\O`YV_^SYXv]Kc]0OVNROQOu,_^^RO
OP MSOXMcSWZ\Y`OWOX^]aSVVLO]SQXS MKX^v

VIDEO

(From top) A welding robot which is already in use in three Bühler locations; a
vision for digital factory management; and the concept for digital quality control.
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Watch the video to learn more about our
vision of how industry 4.0 is entering
production at Bühler.

IN BRIEF

/ IN BRIEF

BÜHLER RALEIGH
OPENS RENOVATED SITE
BÜHLER RALEIGH employees and their families cele
L\K^ON^ROYZOXSXQYP^RO\OXY`K^ON]S^OYX=OZ^OW
LO\!KXN"0\YW^RO\OMOZ^SYX^Y^ROYP MO]^Y
the production areas, Bühler Raleigh in North Caro
VSXKS]XYaKXO`OXWY\OYZOXKXNWYNO\XVYMK^SYX

^RK^Z\YWY^O]MYYZO\K^SYXKXNSXXY`K^SYX>RO]O
^aY MY\O ^YZSM] K\O KV]Y \O OM^ON SX ^RO ^aY XOa
application centers for drying solutions and Leybold
Optics coatings, where customers can test new
applications with Bühler experts.

INNOVATION OSCAR
GOES TO BÜHLER AGAIN

LUMOVISION AT
MICROSOFT’S HEADQUARTERS

FOR THE SEVENTH TIME ]SXMO# ",ÍRVO\1\OK^,\S^KSX
RK]aYX^ROZ\O]^SQSY_];_OOXt]+aK\N3X=OZ^OW
LO\,ÍRVO\\OMOS`ON^RORSQRO]^KaK\NPY\,\S^S]R
MYWZKXSO]^RK^K\OZSYXOO\]SX^RO OVN]YPSX^O\XK
^SYXKV^\KNO]_]^KSXKLVONO`OVYZWOX^Y\SXXY`K^SYX
for optical sorting technology. It is capable of detect
SXQ^RO XO]^MYVY\KXN]RKNYaMYX^\K]^]SXWK^O\S
als and food, and can be used in both food processing
and plastics recycling. The camera technology thus
Q_K\KX^OO] `O\c RSQR PYYN ]KPO^c KXN  ZO\MOX^
recycling rates for plastic food packaging.

IN THE NEWLY OPENED 7SM\Y]YP^3XN_]^\c/bZO\SOXMO
Center in Redmond, Washington, US, Bühler’s
LumoVision is a showcase example of the use of
3Y>]YV_^SYX]SXSXN_]^\c>RO\O`YV_^SYXK\c]Y\^SXQ
^OMRXYVYQcNO^OM^]K K^YbSXxKRSQRVc^YbSMWYVNSX
corn − by means of UV light, and it eliminates up to
90 percent of the contaminated grains. Thanks to its
connection to the Bühler Insights online platform,
6_WY@S]SYXOXKLVO]\OKV^SWOKXKVc]S]YP^ROP_XQKV
SXPO]^K^SYX YX ]S^O ^R_] \ON_MSXQ cSOVN VY]] ^Y LO
low 5 percent.
buhlergroup.com
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INCREASING
YIELD WITH
DATA
TEXT: STUART SPEAR

In October, Bühler launched its new Bühler
Insights Yield Management System in a bid
to drive up production rates in smaller, often
family-run milling operations in Asia, India,
and Africa. Interest in this system is spreading to larger automated producers in all
regions as early adopters report higher
proﬁtability from increasing yields.

ingredient that enters a production plant and sends
the data to Bühler Insights for analysis. Output
]MKVO]^ROXaOSQRKVV^RO XS]RONZ\YN_M^]VOK`SXQ
the plant, again sending the data to Bühler Insights.
Producers now have the data to be able to tweak a
recipe and see what impact it will have on yield. They
can assess yield over time, visualize and compare
production lines within a facility or see which plants
K\OYZO\K^SXQWY]^OP MSOX^VcSXNSPPO\OX^QOYQ\KZRScal regions. And it all happens in real time.

Speedy analysis
9XOYP^ROWY]^]SQXS MKX^LOXO ^]YPC7=S]^RO
REGARDLESS OF BUSINESS size every food producer immediacy with which data is collected and ananeeds to know how much raw material is entering lyzed. It means producers get instant feedback on
their plant relative to the volume of product pro- how changes in production parameters impact yield.
N_MON>RS]S]^ROLK]SMWO^\SMaRO\OZ\Y ^S]^YLO Alarms can be set so that when yield falls below set
found. And there is no better way of keeping control parameters operators are instantly alerted to make
of such a critical equation than to meticulously adjustments. The presentation of data can also be
weigh, record and analyze every raw ingredient customized. Customers are able to interpret the data
OX^O\SXQ K ZVKX^ KXN O`O\c XS]RON Z\YN_M^ ^RK^ picked up by the scales in an optimal way and then
leaves, which is why Bühler has recently launched distribute the results to whoever requires it. The
its Bühler Insights-based Yield Management System chief executive, plant manager, miller and operator
(YMS). Initially targeted at the milling industry the receive the same up-to-the-minute information and
YMS uses specialized intake scales to weigh every so are all in a position to immediately contribute to
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key production decisions. For large scale food producers operating in highly sophisticated automated
environments this may already be underway. But
food producers are a diverse community. Whether it
is your geographical location, size, product type,
scale of output or level of prior investment, there is
nothing homogeneous about the food sector.
While Bühler believes that YMS and the added
functionality it brings to producers is set to be of
interest to a wide range of different food manufacturers, it has chosen to initially concentrate marketing on smaller scale, often family-run milling operations in regions such as Asia, Africa, and India. These
are the food producers anticipated to see the greatest
production growth in the coming decades as their
economies expand.
“The good thing about YMS is that you don’t
already need to have an automation solution, all you
need are the specialized scales such as Bühler’s
TUBEX Pro and Bühler Insights,” explains Gernot
Ruppert, Bühler Product Manager Milling Solutions.
“It means smaller companies will be able to easily
transition from manual records to a system where
you can see production rates, last week, last month,
and compare what is now being produced using a
certain recipe or a certain process. YMS means you
can go back in time to see what you produced when
and how.”
Early on-site installations of Bühler Insights YMS
are producing encouraging results, with the new
data streams resulting in yield improvements of
around 1 percent.
Bühler plans to modify and improve the new YMS
by the middle of next year so that larger clients, who
may already be operating plants with automation
solutions can also be connected to YMS. “We can see
there is a need for customers who already have a
yield monitoring system as part of their automation
solutions to provide greater transparency,” explains
Ruppert. “For example, we have customers with
multiple plants in several locations, some with Bühler solutions, some with non-Bühler automation, and
some with no automation. These clients are interested in Bühler Insights YMS to be able to monitor
and compare yields from all of these plants.”
Only the beginning
The most powerful functionality of YMS relates to
the way that it links to Bühler Insights, an online
platform that enables customers to collect data and
information from their plants and machines. This
data is stored on secure servers on the Microsoft
Azure Cloud. Bühler Insights offers powerful data
analytics and data visualization capabilities with the
goal to increase transparency of production processes and make the potential for optimizations visible. Today, 85 percent of Bühler machines can be

MYXXOM^ON^Y,ÍRVO\3X]SQR^]KXNLOXO ^P\YW^RO
enhanced data analytics and data visualization capabilities to increase product yield and quality. Part of
that process involves using historical data to calcuVK^O ^RO WY]^ OP MSOX^ Z\YN_M^SYX ZK\KWO^O\] =Y
^ROVYXQO\^ROC7=S]SXYZO\K^SYX^ROWY\OOP MSOX^
the data analytics algorithms will become. “Once we
have enough yield data and are able to detect anomalies, we will be able to better correlate data, analyze
parameters and provide feedback to customers
based on the monitoring we are doing,” explains
<_ZZO\^>ROSNOKS]^RK^WY\OOP MSOX^KVQY\S^RW]
aSVV\O]_V^SXRSQRO\cSOVN]KXNROXMOQ\OK^O\Z\Y ^
But there is another rationale for embedding
YMS into Bühler Insights. Bühler has set itself a
series of sustainability targets to cut water consumption, energy usage and food waste by 50 percent in
its customers’ value chains. Bühler Insights is key
to achieving this goal as it drives up food produc^SYXOP MSOXMSO],OMK_]OYPS^]]^KXNKVYXOXK^_\O
and the relative ease with which it can be installed,
YMS is able to provide yield production increases to
thousands of smaller, manual milling operations
^RK^WKcRK`OZ\O`SY_]VcLOOX_XKLVO^YLOXO ^P\YW
the power of digitalization. By increasing productivity in this harder-to-reach manufacturing community, Bühler is one step closer to achieving its new
sustainability goals by 2025.

ADDED VALUE
+

Results in yield improvement of around 1% that
directly impacts the bottom line.

+

Allows you to compare yields across production
lines using different manufacturing and
automation solutions.

+

Enables smaller companies to easily transition
from manual solutions to the beneﬁts of
digitalization.

+

The ability to set alerts when production falls
below set parameters to enable operators to
make immediate adjustments.

Would you like to know more?
Gernot Ruppert
Bühler Product Manager Milling Solutions
gernot.ruppert@buhlergroup.com
+41 71 955 12 25
buhlergroup.com
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/ DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU
KNOW ...?
Google’s data centers alone
require about as much
power as a city of 200,000.

… that performing a single
Google search uses
about as much power as
an energy-saving light
bulb does in one hour?

… that video streaming caused over 300
million tons of CO2
equivalent in the year 2018 alone?
This is the same amount the country
of Spain emits in an entire year.

… that China is the world’s largest
producer of wind, solar and geothermal power?
In 2018, China generated 634.2 terawatt
hours of these renewable energy sources.

But there are green search engines,
such as Ecosia, that compensate for the
emissions caused by each search request
by planting trees.

… that two-thirds of
global power consumption is still covered by fossil fuels?
Renewable energies come in at 18 percent.

… that the largest solar installation
in the world is located in the desert
of the United Arab Emirates?

… that Norway wants to
EHWKHıUVWFRXQWU\WRXVH entirely
renewable energies?
Today, 98 percent of power consumption in
Norway is already covered by renewable energy, 96 percent of that is
produced with hydropower.

… that the energy of
the sun reaching the
earth in one hour is enough to
cover the world’s energy needs
for a year?
It would take 51.42 billion solar cells
to supply the whole world with solar power.

… that 75% of silver paste used in
solar panels is produced on
equipment from Bühler?

With 3.2 million installed solar
panels, the new Noor Abu Dhabi
solar plant will supply 90,000
people with clean power.

The world’s installed photovoltaics
capacity is growing by an average
of 38 percent per year.
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… that if the Internet was a country,
it would take sixth place in power
consumption?

/ INNOVATION COLUMN

“WE DEVELOP
THE SKILLS OF
TOMORROW”

THIS YEAR, the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), sister to the ETH Zurich, celebrates
its 50th anniversary. At the same time, Bühler is celebrating the 5th year of its EPFL Innovation Satellite,
which marks our presence on this highly entrepreneurial campus. Did you know that we have a team
of about 12 people on site? It’s high time that we
introduce you to this top academic institution and
our activity there.
The EPFL has a perhaps obvious, yet invaluable
LOXO ^$S^S]KMKWZ_]aRO\OWOO^SXQ]YX]S^OK\O
never more than a 10-minute walk away. With close
to 20,000 students, professors, researchers, and staff,
it offers a unique body of knowledge which we tap
into to fuel our innovation strategy. And we are not
^ROYXVcY\QKXSdK^SYX^YNY]Y$Y`O\MYWZKXSO]
are located on site, increasing the amount of interactions and ideation between corporations.
At the heart of our presence at EPFL is the Swiss
Data Science Center (SDSC). Its mission is to accelerate the adoption of data science within academia
and industry. This new discipline is at the crossroads
of software, data analysis, statistics, and machine
learning, and the center is composed of a large multidisciplinary team of data and computer scientists.
Bühler plays an important role in this sector, with six
scientists based at our Innovation Satellite, working
closely with the SDSC. Most of our new digital services were conceived and developed there.
Another key aspect of our presence on the campus is the Integrated Food and Nutrition Center
(IFNC). Together with other corporations such as
Nestlé, Firmenich, M-Industrie, or ADM, we run
research and development projects, either in collaboration or bilaterally with select EPFL laboratories. On many occasions, the IFNC organizes meet-

ings with professors and researchers on site, in order
to stay in close touch with the 350-plus research
laboratories. At our Innovation Satellite, we also
focus on developing the skill sets Bühler will need
tomorrow. Our internship program hosts eight to 12
students per year. Engaged by our various business
units, they produce their Master theses with us over
KZO\SYNYP]SbWYX^R]>RO OVN]K\ONS`O\]O$P\YW
root-cause analysis to rice milling modelling to automation, all our businesses are involved. Another
example of this competencies development is our
pilot partnership with the EPFL Extension School,
which enables everyone to hone the necessary skills
for the digital age. Through this program, our
employees learn at their own pace the basics of software programming and data analysis, forming the
basic building blocks of digital thinking.
EPFL is known for its outstanding start-up activity. No fewer than 270 companies have spun-off
since year 2000, and in 2018 alone, the start-ups on
the site have raised CHF 217 million, the biggest
volume pulled up in Switzerland. And let’s not forget the nearby-based MassChallenge Switzerland
program, which draws together over 90 start-ups
each year, and also contributes to the hive of activity
and innovation that Bühler’s Innovation Satellite at
EPFL represents.
More than ever, we need a collaborative approach
to innovation. At our last Networking Days, we
announced our goal to lower the energy, waste, and
water in our customers’ value chains by 50 percent.
This is ambitious. But we believe it is possible by
nurturing collaboration between all parties. Which
is exactly what you can witness at EPFL, and we are
always happy to introduce new partners to this ecosystem – join us!

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

THIERRY DUVANEL, DIRECTOR OF COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION
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